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HEREERT APTHEKER

0n the lndictment of the Communist ParU
By Gus Hall
On Dcccmber 8, 196r, thc Communkt party

ol the Unitcd Sauq
to e Graad lury indictmcnt under ihc'Mccarron Act, was
arraigned in lAashingtor, D.C., in thc Fcderal District Court. Ai that
in

rcsponsc

timc and placc, Gus Hatl ksaed thc lollowing statenerrr-rhc Editor:

This indictmenr is rhe beginning to registration in other fields such as
of a malignant tumor in rhe political "sale of securities, establishment of
life of the American people.-This is welfare and pension plans, campaign
a new stage in the eleven-year at- contributions and lobbying." Such- a
tetnpt to enforce a law which can comparison is a deliberate and mondcstroy the freedom and creative strous deception of the American
qualities essential to our democracy. people.
To enforce this law would establiih
No other registration statute coma precedent for destroying every ves- pels the registrant to confess its guilt
tige of American democracy and rob of a series of crimes which are writAmericans of those freedoms which ten into the registration law but have
have contributed most to the great- never been proved. No other regisnes of our country. The McCarran tration law contains provisions which
Act scuttles integrity and honesty deny members of the registrant emand glorifies falsehood, vilification, ployment in this country as well as
and'slander. Registration is degrad- the right to secure passports so that
ing. It compels perjury, self-incrimin- they may go abroad. To enforce this
ation, and confession of a false guilt. registration is to outlaw the ComIt violates the healthy spirit and the munist Party which has existed as a
very letter of our Bill of Rights.
legal political party in this country
Attorney General Robert Kennedy for the past 44 years. As Mr. fusticl
has tried to minimize the registra- Black stated of this law:"When the
tion requirement with comparisons practice of oatlauing parties and
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tladu.s ?ulilic groil?s begins, fio ot

c

treason" shows that this possibility is

history that a political party has becn
summoned into a criminal court. For
years the slander that the Communist Party is an agent of a foreign
power has bcen peddled by the politicd bigots. At no time were they able
to provc this charge in open court.
And the charge was not proved in
the prescnt case. The charge is false-

Communists are not foreign agents,
do not commit acts of sabotage, espionage, or deception, do not seek
to hide our views. The interests of
labor, the farmers, the Negro people
and the great mass of American
people are basic and primary to th9
greitness of our country. The real
ttreat to America's greatness lies in
the slanders, corruption, bigotry, and
hypocrisy which fester in the witches'
ketde of reactionary politia in our
land.

hood-as fdse as the cry of "witch"

in

1692

in

Massachusetts. Because

they could not prove this vilification
in court, the verdict was written into
the law. Ttrc verdict without due
process as guaranteed

by the Con_sti-

tution includes "espionager"

"sabo-

tager" "deceitr" "force and violencer"
and a whole bmk of maior crimes.
The fact is that this law robs the
people, the voters, of the right of
paiticat choice in these United States.
It denies to the people the right of

political association. It nullifies the
First and Fifth Amendments and
brazenly provides five years imprisonment and $ro,ooo fine for each daY
of failure to register. That is cruel
and unusual punishment with a
vengeance.

A conviction of the Communist
Party under this law would validate
the right of a maioritY in Congress
to out-law itr opposition simply by
branding them as traitors. The Mc-

Ihe U.S. and the XXll Congres, CPS|J

Carthy iharge of "twenty years of

c6, scy uhac it will cnd!'
This is the fust time in American

no merc nightmare.

It

is high time that all Americans,
including the Attorney General, recognize that once you begin to aPPeasc

the ulra-Right, you end by becoming its victim. Higher living standards, security, health, housing and
education of the American people
with institutions and practices of full
democracy in a world at Peac€ are
the need of thc hour. The real
"crime" of the Communist Party is
that it prcsents Americans with a
socialist alternative to meet these
responsibilities where capitalism has
failed repeatedly.
These are some of the issues that
are involved in this case. I am confident that this un - American law
will finally be nullified by the courts
under our Constitution, and in the
court of the American people.

An Editorial
The great significance of the zznd

Congress of the Communist party

of
the Soviet Union for peace and'for
the future of mankind-was discussed
in thismagazine last mont} by Eltzabeth Gurley Flynn and James E.
fackson, both present at the Congress, and by William Weinstone
who analyzed the new. party program

for the building of .o*muiir*.

These articles made it clear that
other problems at the Congress-the

cult of

personality, the inti-party
of Molotov, and the Albanian
question were secondary and
largely peripheral to the 'maior
theme: the building of communism
in a world at peace.
Indeed, the position of the Congress on these problems derived from
and sustained the central position.
g;roup

perspective and the problems
-The
of this Congress will remain a livelv
subject for discussion for some timc
to come, for they conern the entire
world. Here the purpose is to comment on some aspecs of the sisnificance of the Congress for the Uiited

Sates.

It is our convicion that the Congress- has extroadinary significance

for the Unired States. Tfus arises
from the incontrovertible fact that
relations between our country and

the Soviet Union are decisive 'to tt.
question of war and peace. The com-

plete repudiation of the Molotov
group, which opposed the essential
prem.ise. of th-e Congress linking the
possibility of laying the groundivork
ot communism in two decades with
the possibiliry of coexistence without
the
entire
perspective
of
laying
war,
is a further confirmation of the
for
the groundwork of communism ii truth that the socialist peace policy
the next twenty years, arises not only emanates from socialist-society
ani
from the present stage of socialisi is a requirement for its oontinued evo.
society but is based also upon the lution.
view that would socialism, together
The condemnation of the Atbanwith the forces of nadonal liberation itr posirion by the Congress is
and democracy the world over, are also a-sharp rejecrion of any diverbe-coming the decisive force in glob,al sion from the main line 'of
hisaffairs, while imperialism no longer torical development, as seen by
the
plays the decisive role. Therefore ihe zoth Congress, the Declaration
of the
possibility exists of averting nuclear rz parties of the socialist
world in
ryar in the entire historic period 1957, the Statement of the gr Comahead.
munist and Workers garties in rgdo,
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and as incorporated in the Programmatic decisions of the zznd Congress.

The strong reaffirmation and

ircngthening of this aPProach to
world afiairi assumes extroardinary
imDortance, when it is kePt in mind
that the socialist world, together with

the national liberation movements of
our time and the immense uPsurge

for peace among the PeoPles .of *'

capitalist countries, can play the de-

cisive role.

e**
Where, then does this leave the
United States, as the leading Power
of the capitalist world? In his recent
soeech to the National Association
Jf Mrn.rfact,rr.ts (Dec. 6, 196r),
Piesident KennedY' acknowledged
that in every sense today capitalism
is on trial. Attually, the iury of world
public opinion has alreadY found
asainst the United States as regards
ii? n.n.trt cold war and pro<olonial"position, which identifies it with
ist
all iorces now operating in the world
to hold back progress' Nevertheless'
ii ,h. ,rr.rrmlnt-of basic world relations by the international commu,ri* *ou.*ent is true-and we bebe
ii.r. i, is-the United States willand
reluctantlY
however
i;;;,
slowlY, into some Posture of accom;;J,il to a revolutionarY world
which it cannot change'
It would be erroneous and harmful to view this process as automatlc

,ia-l"t.ltaained' It is a Profound

in motion and determined by the strugglc of opposing
forces and tendencies within the
country as well as in the world at
large. Like all powerful countries
facing the prospect of historical de'
cline, particularly when nationd
policy remains rigid when confronted by realities it can no longcr
change, the real danger is Prescnt
that the most reactionary and belli'
cose forces will seek to determine
national policy, with dire consequcrlces for thi country and for the world.
Therefore, to avoid these conse-

process, set

quences, an active struggle

will

have

tb be undertaken by all those who
stand for democracy and Peace

against the most aggressive forces of

monopoly and rcaction who would
drag the country into a nuclear inferno. Already, in a rather brief span
of time, broad circles among the
American people have moved with
remarkable speed into the 6ght
against the Ultra-Right and the prowar trend, although, needless to add,

more will be required to
change the course
policy.

reallY

of Administration

in mind that this active
fight for peace is indispensible to
Keeping

any perspective of

progress,

it is nec-

essary to pose another question,
which is directly related to the fight

It

is cerpeace and democracy.
tain, on the basis of its historic accomplishments until now, that the Soviet

for

Union can attain the sweeping objectives set for the next two decades,
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not only in terms of high economic socidism will come to this country
standards much beyond what can be
attained in this country given the
present rate of economic growth, but

also in cultural, educational, scientific and other social attainments, and
particularly in the fowering of the
human personality at a nJw high
level of freedom. Even before the
end of the present decade, these
achievements

may deeply

impress

the American people in comparison
with their own conditions and sta-

tus. The superiority of socialism
over capitalism as a system of so.

cicty, which Marxists have always
recognized, will thus be shown in
many concrete and practical ways,
so that it will become a generally
recognized axiom of world reality.

What happens to the American
in the meantimel Is it an
iron law of contemporary history
that the American pcople have no
alternative but to resign themselves

people

to a prospect of, deterioration and
decay, subiect to all the vagaries and
dangers of a society in decline?

***
fhere are some among the Left,
including believers in socialism, who
hold that there is hardly any alternative to such a dismal prospect, since
capitalism has nothing better ro offer,

and the working class is so bemused
and corrupted by capitalism that it
will remain dormant for some time.
According to this way of thought,

by osmosis, that is, it will be seepci
into the country as tlre rest of the

world goes socialist and Americans
by example that it is worth emulating. (The Monthly Reuiew has cxpressed this position on occasion.)
This thmry of "socialism by osmo
sisr" aside from overlooking the contradictions within our own society
which lead to the constant regeneration of mass movementg {osters and
justifies a stand ofl attitude toward
active political involvement. It is
therefore not surprising the sectors
of the Left infuenced by this line
of thinking have remained aloof
from political actior5 either rogether with others or on their own.
The power of attraction that an
see

advancing socialism

exert

on the

will

increasingly

developed capitalist

countries (that power is already great
among the emerging nations) is not
to be underestimated. Even now, it
is impossible to ignore, for example,

the competitiye force of the Soviet
educational system, the scientific
achievements in outer space, the abo-

lition of

unemployment, the extremely rapid rate of growth char-

of socialist society, not
speak of the moral force of the
socialist peace, anti-racist and anticolonialist policies. Thus, the competition of systems is already playing
acteristic

to

a dynamic role, and this will grow
tremendously in the immediate years

to

come.

Yet the power of attraction and of
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example cannot in itself bring about
the basic social and political changes
that are required if the United States
is to take the road of peace and democratic progress. That must be assured fundamentally by the struggle

of the American working

class and

people against monopoly and reaciion. Powerful big business and reactionary forceq intent on preserving their vested interests at home and
abroad and resisting revolutionary
changes anywhere, see comPetition
from the socialist world as a threat to

the United States and the so+alled
"free world." This is nothing but
the outworn anti-Communist doctrine in a somewhat new garb, since
socialist progress now can no longcr
be hidden and it has to be met at a
nerv level.

growth in the United States to the
benefit of the American people and
of peaceful world development. Steps
towards disarmament, for example,

can make availahle large public
funds for social purposes. It is possible to win radical reforms so tliat
automation shall not take its heavy
toll of jobs, so that a new era of development can be opened in the
South and in the depressed arcas, so
t}rat we shall not continue to lag so
so far behind the pace set in the
socialist countries, in the fields of
education and culture. Is it inevitable, for example, that the Soviet
Union shall have the shortest work
week in the world by ry7o, when a
shorter work week in the United
States has become imperative in or'
der to fight permanent unemPloYmentl In fact, some trade union
leaders (Quill in Transport and Van
Arsdale of the electrical workers, for
example) are pressing this issue in
terms also of competition with the

Actually, competition of the sYstems can be turned to the advantage
of the American people, if it is seen
as providing new ground for successful eflorts by labor, the Negro Peo'
ple, the youth and all those con' Soviet goals.
In short, the challenge presented to
cerned with peace and democracY to
win new advances all along the line the American people by the proagainst the resistance of mono-poly gram goals of Soviet societY is to
ai"d reaction. The competition o[ the ichieve a condition of full<mploysystems can be translated into real ment and to enlarge the area of
social advance here at home through social and cultural benefits without
the regeneration and growth of the war or the threat of war. Only a revived labor and democratic mass
labor and democratic movement.
can move t}rc countrY tomovement
On this road despite monoPolY
aim
that
il
wards
gaP
wide
the
and against ig even
capitalbetween
growth
of
the rates
***
ism and socialisrn can be narrowed
Another aspect of the zznd Con.
by forcing an increased rate of
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gress, dthough not entirely new, has

speial significance for the Marxist
Left in the United States and for the

general socialist perspective in this
country. The further actions taken
by the Soviet Communists against the

eflects and remnants of the persorr:
ality cult of Stalir5 aside from their
great benent to the evolution of communist society, serye to illuminate
both the past and the future of world
socialism. This has a particular

bearing upon the struggle for democracy and the road to socialism in
this country.
As to the past, the meaning of the

new measures against the cult is to
strengthen the judgment that the
extensive repressive measures employed by Stalin were not a necessiry
of socialist development, even under
the particularly difficult conditions
of the Soviet Union. They did great
harm to socialism, and were in stark
contradiction to the principles of
socialist democracy and of the Communist Party itself. The past is always illuminated by the present, and
we are certain that as the process of
communist construction continues,
together with the remoulding of man
and the growth of an advanced spirit
of socialist humanism and democrzclt even greater light will be
thrown on the origins and causes of
the cult. But history has already
shown that the crimes and aberrations of the Stalin period, were extraneous to socialism and in confict
with it.

It is a testimony to &e vitality of
the socialist system and of the Ctm-

munist Party that these shameful
practices did not signify a degeneration of socialisul for the system was

able to grow despite them, to win
victory _in a great liberating war
against Hitler, to undergo a remarkable postwar recovery and then reIease vast stores of creative enersv
in the historical spurt forward t?l
wards comrnunism. Furthermore, it
was the f4s6lrrnist Party itself, at
the zoth and zznd Congrescs, which
exposed, repudiated and counteracted the Stalin cult and its debilitating and harmful effects.
higlly significant consequence
-A.

of the denr.rnciation of the cult is
the new emphasis that now seems
necessary upon the truth, long held
by Marxism-Leninisru that each
country hews its own path to socialism. Because of the rigid and doctrinaire approaches encouraged by
the Stalin cult within the international Communist rnovement, this
truth had often been obscured or
distorted. Following the zoth Congress, revisionism sought to exploit
this weakness to drag the Communist
movement, in the name of a national

path, down the road away from socialism. This diversion was success-

fully rebuffed. Nevertheless, the task
still remains in the United States to
chart the American road to socialism,
in accordance with the specific oonditions and traditions which prevail
here.

POUTICAL AFFAIRS

In

darifying their own

roed

and history the Soviet Communists
have made it easier for Marxists in
this country to relate the socialist
ocrsocctives in the United States to

ihe'rtr,rgglc for peace, democracY
and social welfare. Getting rid of
the unnecessary baggage of the past'
the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union has thereby lightened the load

of

Communists abroad.

For

the

Marxists in the United States this is
esoeciallv important. Faced with a

of Ulua-Rightism,
,.iio.r,
"po"ig.
destroy our democratic
which would

forms and stifle the dcmocratic spirit,
the Marxist Left must again, as it
did in the past, PlaY a leading rolc

in the struggle for the defense

In

Unemployed: $lander

am

Facts

By Victor Perlo

and

our
of
is
the
peace
for
struggle
the
country,

extension

democracY.

Ihe

strusgie for democrary - its sub
.,rrrZf as well as its form' Our waY
to socialism lies though this strugglc.
It is a democratic road to socialism
socialism which will incorporatc
-anda extend
the finest historical tradi'
tions as symbolized bY the BilI ot
Rights because it will be won in the
struggle for Peace and democracY'

With unemployment about 6ve backing for administrative and lqmillion for the second consecutive islative attacks on the unemploycd
winter, thc demands of the hungry, to forestall solidarity between emill-clothed ill-housed iobless for em- ployed and unemployed workers in
ployment, for relief, for the right to struggles for relief of unemployment
a human existence, may mount to The key propaganda tlemes of big
new post-war peaks. However, the business are old: (a) there really
rcactionary big capitalists, frustrated aren't so many unemployed, anyby the power of the peoples move- how; and (b) most unemployed are
ments and socialist states abroad, lazy good-for-nothings, who deservc
have taken the warpath against the
American people at home, and the
unemployed are their first victims.
The screams for economies in welfare expenditure to permit still more
billions in profit-heavy armament ex-

penditure have risen to a new fortissimo.

The struggles of the unemployed
have not yet really developed so as
to put the fear of God into the ruthless billionaires. Hooverism is in the
air again. Throw them ofl the relief
rolls. Hold back the surplus food.
Deport them to Puerto Rico. Get the
loafers ofl unemployment insurance.
Slash unemployment insurance taxes.

Crack down on installment collections. Evict and foreclose. Such are
the slogans.
The ruling class strives to win the
ideological support or acquiescence
of unorganized and higher-paid
white collar workers, and of the
more stably employed union members. It aims to win some public

what they get.

The September Rcade/s Digcstlargest-circulation journal in the
country-featured an article ciarging
that the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) has been riggrng unemployment totals upward constantly, with
the aim "to push Uncle Sam ino
new Federal spending programs and
new controls over the cconomy." The
article also asserts: "All this unemployment news out of Washington
provides excellent fodder for the
Communist line, of course." It suggests leaving aid to thc unemployed
to corporate paternalism and demands as "the most needed action
of all: the longoverdue reform of
the Government's method of report-

ing

unemployment."
Senator Proxmire (D., Wis.), dcfended the Labor Department's statistics, as did the Washington Poa
aand the BLS itself. But big business
would not let matters rest there. The
ultra-Right US. Ncar and Worlcl
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Rcport called in thc Commissioner
of Labor Statistics, Ewan Clague,

for an interview.

Clague has held
this post for f,fteen years of cold war,
monopoly-run Administrations. Evidendy he is no pro-labor man, and he

might be expected to bend his statistical definitions to the winds of
Wall Street propaganda. But his reof the
U.S. new intedocutors were not foreordained. Clague capitulated before
the McCarthy-like pressure and accepted the mud slung by the Reader's
sponses to the loaded questions

Digest. Provocative questions went
without rebuff, or received "cooperative" answers. When the director of
the BLS actually expands and "documents" the slanders against his
agency, the contribution to the drive
against the unemployed is considerable indeed.

LONG-TERM
UNEMPLOYMENT

"unemployableo":

Q. Among the 4'r million unemployed,

htw many are the so-called 'hard<ore'

unemployed, or'unemPloYables' I
A. About 76o,ou of the present unemoloved have been out of work more

ri, ,O weeks. This is more than six

months and a very long Period to

looking for work.

I

be

suPPosc some of

these fcople may really be 'unemploy'

in

ierms of those iobs that are
to them. But most are em'
ployable in their own lines of work . . .
able'

available

workers in the loog-term unemployed
group. They have been out of work
for a long time, because they may not

be readily employable

in

any other

industry.

Q.

The hard<ore group is

only

TSorooo?

Yes. I like to emphasize that group,
because that's the group that measures

A.

our worst unemployment problem.

It is not true that the majority of
long-term unemployed are "unemployable" save in their own indusuy.
Most auto industry occupations, for
example, are interchangeable with
similar jobs in various other industries. Where retraining is required
the overwhelming majority of unemployed workers are quite capable
of learning the alternative skill. The
real point is that in most cases there
isn't any other job available in any
industry.

The interviews concentrated on
limiting the definition of-unemployment to a comParative handful of

it

There arc many steelworkcrs and auto

Clague played the game of reaction
by permitting the discussion to focus
on the abilities of the unemployed.

For every unemployed worker with
limited work ability, there are tens
of unemployed workers with magnificent ab,ilities, and scores of employed workers engaged in tasks
outrageously below their true poten.
tial. The real blame must be placed
on the automobile and steel companies, on the capitalist system which
in the United States has become so
decayed that most of its basic industries have become or are becoming
"sick industries."
But what about the number of un-
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employedlirfr. Clague slyly used the used during this
time. For these
extreme z6 weeks as a boundarv. reasons, the very_ large magnitude
of
O. rdinariln after a half year
o, ler'r, Iong-tcrm uncmployment in early 196r
the worker is dropped fro- .rr.-- is one of the most important aspeits
ployment insurance coverage. Then of the unemployment_situati*, A [rrg.>
*opj reporting to the cimpensa_ qroportion of the long_term unem!.
tion office every ieek, and the Cen- ployed-about twofifths"i" arrii-i"i,
srls taker rs prone to say he is no
tendod unemployment i, parti.ul"ii,
longer seeking work. fiow manv severe
because they have the orima.i,
millions have really been urr.-ployed not only for a half year, but i::f iiiit,,,ui'',;,':#;',:',*"o, jffi
.
ror one, two or more years in West ployment rnsurance hclp in periods
Virginia and Pennjylvania coal when.the head of tf,. fariity 1, [Jt";
tow.ns, New England textile towns, for.a job, both are
r.r"ia up *fr.fi
"f,.n
and elsewhere, but have lons since he.ts out of work 15
weeks or-lonser.
-Exhaustions of unemployment iniurbeen dropped from the counil
ancebenefits were widespr..a
The Commissioner could have orefamily heads
"-oon
oth..'woik;;;l;
sented real facts about long-t.r-'urr"nd
early t96r,
employment from an artille in the
How-ever, many rnore individuals
June rgr6r issue of his own Monthly
Labor Reuieu, by Jane L. Meredith. sufter trom long_term unemployment
rn the cours-e of a year than the num_
Flere is how it begins:
ber shown tor any particular month.
April
Some,
rdr,
the
long-term
their savings exhausted, their
unem_In
ployed numbered z.r million
the propertles
-repossessed, finally get a
lShert figure- for the postwar period. new job when others are just'bJcomThis group of workers- who had been ing long-term
unemploi.a. Otfr.i,
looking
fo1 iobs r5.weeks or longer occasronally manage to find work for
accounted for more than
percent-of

the total out of work.

4o

a week or a month, and are never
out

tor

Note that Miss Meredith uses the

more common boundary of 15 weeks

for .long-term unemploymeit.

She

contrnues:

A- long period of unsuccessful jobseeking usually represents a real ciisis

in the personal life of an individual

and an irrecoverable loss, both to himself and the economy, of the fruits of
his productive power which goes un-

15 consecutive weeks, although
they may endure 20 or
30 w.eks if
unemployment during thl year. Steel
wo.qke5s, especially Negroes, know

well this pattern of ,,mirginal,' em_
l.loymelt thar comes and"goes wiil
the mill's operating rate.
Labor Department calculations for

recent years, cited by Miss Meredith,
show the number suffering ,5 *e.k,
or more-of joblessness ringing be-

tween 2.6 million

in

1956

andlver
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rcad and write well enough to shift to
some of these growing white-collar

million in 1958. The figure for 1916r
will probably set a new postwar peak.
In other words, the numbcr of occupationsl
uor ftcrs actually sufrcring prolonged
By the time Clague finished, none
uncmploytnent during a giuen year
of
the fault lay with discrimination,
roughly equols the oficial aucrage of
virtually all of it with the Negro
and
short
and
dl unemploytncnt, long
people
themselves. True, his final
term, during the year. Allowing for
were not specifically dicomments
dependents, this means that ro-r5
Negroes, but in the
rected
against
million people are enduring the ravpreceding
the
immediately
context
of
ages of prolonged unemployment in
was unimpression
the
discussion,
"hard{ore"
196r. In place of Clague's
mistakeable.
figure of 75o thousand, the actual
If the average level of education
number exceeds 5 million and vicNegroes is less than among
among
tims of long-term unemployment
whites,
what is the cause of this if
reach up to 15 million!
not discrimination and segregationas such?
NEGRO UNEMPLOYMENT
If the Negroes are last on the
In answer to a question about seniority list-after decades of work
the identity of the "hard-core un- in American heavy industry-what is
employedr" Clague correctly em- this but discrimination-as such?
phasized durable-goods workers,
If the Negroes are limited to the
ispecially Negroes. This followed:
most difficult, strenuous, dangerous,
unhealthy jobs at lowest pay, if thcy
Q. Is there heavy unemPloYment perform iobs with hard-earned suamons Negroesl
perior skill under "unskilled" or
it" not wholly becarrse of "helper"
A. Y;,
ratings, what is this but dis"rri as such. They will be
discrimination
such?
crimination-as
rehired by seniority in auto and steel
not admitted into
are
If
Negroes
in
exPansion
if there is enough iob
those industries. In other industries, apprenticeship for the formal skilled
the outlook is poor. Negro workers trades, if they are not given openings
have not had as much schooling nor are in most white-collar areas where they
they as skilled, nor as experienced . . . could learn the specialties, what is
The basic problem in this country this but discrimination-as such?
is that industry . . . is changing more
Mr. Clague can hardly be unfaand more rapidly.
with government studies
miliar
Q. Is retraining feasiblel
the substantially lower iob
showinq
A. Yes, in miny cases. But in this
levels available to Neand
income
hard-core group, first of all, how many
same educational atthe
groes
with
undercould
they
that
feel
can even
tainments.
|ust one example from a
take trainingl And, secondlY, how
BLS
study: In |une ry6o,
recent
manY
How
work?
do
the
many could
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there were 6Spoo white high-school
graduates, and 53rooo non-white, who
did not go to college and sought jobs.
Here is a case of young people of

cqual educational attainment competing for jobs at the same time. By
October, 13 percent of the whites,
arrd + percent of the non-whites
were still jobless. (Monthly l-abor
Reuieut, May 196r).

UNEMPLOYMENT AND
HARDSHIP

Mr. Clague's conc€ntration on his
whittled down concept of "hardcore" unemployment gave his questioners the opening to ask:
Q. Actually then, U.S. unemployment
is not as bad as the world has the

is-

impression it
A. No, it isn't. Some of the questioning
of our figures-s in a recent article in
a leading magazine-springs from the
fact that our overall figure of, say, 7
p€rcent unemployment includes as unemployed a great many people of less
weight, in the sense of their importance

to their family and to the

economy,

than others. Some. . . are new entrants
who have not been in the labor force
before. Some are the intermittent and
casual or occasional workers . . . There
are the seasonal farm workers.

r3

How shoddy a procedure t of
course, degrees of sufrering and
hardship vary. But who dares-to say
that the migratory farm worker job.
less half the year carries "less weight"
than the coal miner in similar plightl
Isn't it well known that precisely the
farm laborers, receiving- the lowest
wages and with no unemployment
insurance, sufier the maximum of
hunger, disease, and premature death

from uncmployment? Why is
misery of the youth unable to
their first job any less acute

the
get

because

of their few years, or of the elderly
discarded from their last because of
their many yearsl And is the worker

who quits an intolerable situation,
where there is no union to fight back,
any less in need of a job than the
one who was laid off?
One thing leads to anorher. So the
questioners asked:

Q. There now is no way to tell
lions are really in needl

A.

if

mil-

Correct. There is no direct evidence

from this kind of survey as to whether
the unemployed workei or the family
is in need.

Can anyone doubt that millions
are in need in the United States I
Were 7.r million who received Fed-

in a single montl
in need-and were they

eral surplus foods

At

various other places in the interview Clague added to his list of
unemployed of "less weight"-those
seeking "only" part-time work; those
who quit instead of being laid off;
thoee over 65 and getting
but still seeking iobs; etc.

pensions

of. ry59 not

not mainly victims of unemployment

and their familiesl Are the 4
million cases involving perhaps ro
million people receiving public assistance in 196o in need? And what
is the steady year by year rise in these

r4
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numbcrs but proof of the rising
burdcn of poverty in America-of
acute, extreme poverty, which condition is a necessary prerequisite for
most pcople to undergo the humiliation of getting relief payments in
this country.

show that the fixed costs of the aver-

age American workers' family for
rent, utilities, doctor bills5 insurance,
travel to work or looking for work,
are more than enough to consume
the entire $32 of average weekly un'
employment bene6ts.

A family with

SOVIET "UNEMPLOYMENT"

the breadwinner unemployed must
often choose between food and shel-

Clague, even without prompting,
brought into the interview the anti-

ter. The benefits are not even at a sub
sistence level. Families get by with it
only when they have savings or other

Soviet slanders long peddled by the
U.S. Government and the AELCIO
brass. Clague would say to the USSR

and to most other countries: "The
American worker, unemployed, is
better off than your worker when
he's at work. He can draw unemployment-insurance benefits that are
higher than your wages."
Lynn Turgeon's paper for the
)oint Economic Committee of Congress provided realistic data

tor

1958

Irom which one could deduce rela'
tive living standards in the USA and
USSR. Ii indicated that the real income of the average Soviet familY

was eoual to over half that of
U.S. familY. Allowing for
,o
year gain in real inpercent
the"u.r"g.
5

.o-i p.t person in the USSR, and

the trivial gain here, the ratio by r96r
is somewh"ere in the neighborhood

of 6o percent.
On the face of it,

unemPloYment
insurance, amounting to one-third of
wages, provides much less than the

real current income for an average
Soviet family. But the situation here

t}an that. Private and
Labor Department budget studies

is much worse

members are

working or when it

can be supplemented by relief hand-

outs, or at the expense of giving up
personal property that is part of their
living standard.

In the Soviet lJnion, on the other
these fixed costs are very

h"n4

slight; the major part of the cost of
housing, utilities, medical care, transit, is p,rovided to the worker out of
the State budget, free of charge on
his personal wage. In reality, therefore, the Soviet worker is better ofl
in a decisive, qualitative way beyond
mere statistical measurement, than
the American working class familY
depending on unemployment insurance.

The unwary reader might think
from Clague's formulation that all
American workers ordinarily get unemployment insurance. ActuallY,
.v..r in prosperous times, fewer than
half of the unemployed usually draw
unemployment insurance. The ma'
jority are victims not only of exhaustioni of benefits, but even more of
exclusions from coverage, and the
various categories of disqualification

which an cmployer.oriented bureaucracy uses to weed out applicants and
hold down cost to the corporations.
Clague admits that when a man's

upemployment insurance runs out
"penury is knocking at his door."
Then penury is "at the door" or inside it for the majority of t}re unernployed most of the time.
Commissioner Clague followed up
with a diatribc about Soviet "unemployment": "They have a lot. It's all
hidden." As an example he cited
"underemployment" in agriculture.
Farm labor productivity in the USSR
is one-third of ours. But that has
nothing to do with the underemployment aflicting hundreds of millions
of peasants in the present and former
colonies, and a million or more
"marginal" farmers in the United
States. The term underemployment
applies to farmers who lack sufficient
land, seed, and other essentials to
occupy themselves fully in agriculture, but who remain tied to the land
either by force of law or by lack of
non-farm employment. Usually it
connotes bare subsistence or semistarvation.

Soviet collective farmers do not
lack for land or labor opportunity.
They produce what they can with
their present level of skill and the
national supply of farm machinery,
fertilizer, and electricity. Their productivity is several times higher than
that of Tsarist Russia from which it
derived. Hunger has long since left
the Russian countryside forever. Despite grievous losses in World War

t5

II, Soviet farm productivity is rising
faster than ours. Moreover, all farm
workers are free, and have opportu.nities if they wish, to move to indus-

trial work, contrary to

Clague's

assertion that they crnnot. Millions

do yearly.
Clague also has the temerity to
call it hidden unemployment whea
a Soviet worker has to stop for machinery repair, or to wait for materials. Of course, he may then earn
only base pay, and not bonuses or

in the
United States. But since monthly

piece-rate supplements, iust as

goals, the ultimate determinants of
Soviet bonuses, are usudly met despite down-time, I doubt whether
Soviet workers lose ncarly as much

from this cause as Americans.
One of the great historic social
accomplishments of Soviet power
was the elimination of unemployment, accomplished three decades
ago. Its significance for American
labor is growing with our chronic
unemployment, explaining the continued eflorts of capitalists and their
office-holders to deny its reality.
Finally, the Commissioner invoked
the ghost of the ancient "forced labor" canard: "they can't leave the
plant without a permit." Except during the war oeriod, Soviet workers
are and were free to leave their iobc,
limited only by regulations logical for
a planned society which must avoid
anarchy in the labor cupply as in
other factors of production. But the
individual worker is not forcibly allocated like the individual ton of
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steel. He -aLes his choicc, and may While reaction attacks Govcrnmcnt
change it later. The balancing of unemployment statistics as tm high,
labor supply with industrial require' they are really too low. Official cstiments is accomplished through ma- mates have never been complete. In
terial and moral incentives which 1957, under labor pressurg a slight
influence the iob choices of millions improvement w.rs made in the
of individual workers. In the early method, counting in a few hundred
period of industrializarton, the USSR
was hampered by excessive labor
turnover, resulting from workers
taking advantagc of the always-nume.ors alternative job opportunities.
Now, through a combination of edu'
cation and material incentives, that
has been reduced. However, the ma'
terial inhibitions against iob chang'
ins are much less than in the Unitcd

thousand unemployed workers Prcviously excluded. This improvement
has lJne sincc been offsei by othcr
featurei which steadily add to the

iobs usually loses maior- penston, va'
cation, and seniority rights. He who

ias,

Stites. Here the worker who shifts

quits without another iob lined uP
t"k.t special risk. He cannot collect
"
benefits, and excePt
,rne*plovment
in boom'towns and times there are
always more competing iob seekers
than'iob openings. The quit rate in
U.S. industry has fallen two-thirds in
ten years, and is down to the depresThis means not
sion'level of. ry39.
-vrorkers
are satisfied
that American
with their fobs, but that most are
efrectively tiozen to them, regardless
of how bad conditions may bt, bY
the lack of an alternative.

THE REAL EXTENT
OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Bourqeos statistics minimize the
evil phenomena of capitalism, especiallv in such labor-sensitive areas as
living costs and unemPloYment'

uncounted unemployed:

Part-timc aflemPloYtnenz Thc
publicized total covers only thosc
wfro aia not work a single hour durinE the survev week. Millions of
ad?itional *ork.tt are laid off for
part of the week. Senator Paul Doug*ho was the country's leading

labor statistician during the rgzo's
estimated that the time lost from
part-time unemployment during-the
hrst half of 196r was the equivalent
of that lost by r%-rYz million fully

unemployed workers (Cong, Record,

|uly rz, 196r).
'iwith a lob but not at worft,"
This double-talk rubric covers various categories of workers who did
no work-, but supposedlY have iobs

to Eo to. The Census counts them dl
as"employed. Included are workers

out because of strikes, illness, vacations, bad weather, and "other
causes." There were 2.9 million in
September, :96r. ActuallY,- there
should be iust one criterion for employment

receiving wages. TodaY

- who take
moit workers

vacations,

although by no means all, get

PSid

at leasiin part. But workers on strike

are not, and may never get their iobs

t7

Current Economic Commcnt, Noy"
be.rure of 1959). By 1916r, the number, cornbad weather are unpaidl and in blue puted on the same basis, reached r[
collar jobs, most workers out for a million. The actual situation is still
whole week of illness get no wages. worse, because even in 1956, used as
Assuming, generously, that half the a base for these calculations, there
workers out for illness or "all other" were depressed areas where many
causes are paid, and that all on va- unemployed were counted out of
cation are paid, there were still left the labor force. Many other workers,
in September an additiond 955,ooo notably agricultural laborers, are inworkers who should have been correctly omitted from the labor
counted as unemployed. This is force during periods of seasonal unabout average for 1916r.
employment, even when they do not
Worfters Excluded from thi,e Labor get alternative employment.
Force. The Census takers invariably
Correcting minimally for the three
exclude from the labor force, and omissions mentioned, close to 4 milhence from the number of unem- lion workers should be added to the
ployed, many workers and potential number of unemployed in 196r.
workers. This is especially true in the Added to the almost 5 million averproliferating depressed areas, where age official unemployirent for 196r,
workers have ceased to comply with this means that the real burden of
C,ensus definitions of actively seeking unemployment has been 8)/29 milwork, because there is no longer lion.
any point in doing so. (In theory,
The rate of unemployment is ofi.
if a worker tells the Census taker cially calculated as a percentage of
that is the reason, he will be counted. the entire civilian labor force, inIn practice such explanations often cluding the ro-rr million self-emare not made or have little effect). ployed and unpaid family workers.
The number counted in the labor But these are hardly ever called unforce has declined from 59.3 percent employed, even when they really
of the population aged r4 and over are. Senator Douglas suggested that
in 1956 to 58.r percent in 196r. As- a realistic measure of the unemploysuming that the percentage of labor ment rate would be limited to thc
force participation in ry56 repre- wage and salary workers, numbcrsented a realistic figure, the econo- ing about 6o million. Partly correctmist Philip Eden estimated that irg the reported unemplovmeng
drere was hidden unemployment of also, to add the equivalent of the
over one million in 1959
-of because of part-time unemployed, he came out
people of with an unemployment rate for the
the increased numbef
working age improperly omitted 6rst half of 196r slighdy cxceeding
from thc labor force. (U. of I11., ro per cent (scasonally adirrsted) in
back. Most

*oik.rt ori
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place of the 6.8 pcr cent ofrcial aver- now underway will
ige. With the additional correction to manageable proportions.
for workers excluded from the labor But the Senator had no serious
force., a1d that suggested here.(and proposals for dealing with the situapreviously- by various unions) for iiori. eU he suggefted was ro rethose "with a job but not at workr" Juce interest rat&.
the rate becomes 14 per 9gnt.What should be dong and by
redrrce this figure

Thus unemployment aflicted one- whom?
seventh of thc American working
dass in the average month of 196r. THE WAY OUT
The numbers and percentages hit
President Kennedy has appointed
during the course of a year are much
larger. Labor Department data show a six-man panel to seek improve'
that in 1967, n.6 million, in 1958, ments in Government emPloYment
r4.r million, and in tg11q, rz.2 million and unemploym€nt statistics. While

workers suflered from unemployment at one time or another, representing lromznaJ% of the wage and
salary workers in each of these years
(Monthly La"bor Reaieat Dec., 196o).
And most of these suffered seriously.
Of the 1958 total, ro.6 million were
unemployed for over a month. The
corresponding total number of people who suffered from unemployment at any time during 196r Probably exceeded 15 million. And these
figures are calculated according to
the Census-Labor Department definition of unemployment, with all of
the limitations we have discussed.
Telling the Senate of his partial
corrections, Paul Douglas said:

The unernploymenc situation is,
therefore, even more serious than is

commonly believed. The evidence
is clear therefore that we now
have an extremely high volume of unemployment and a large proportion of
irtlJ dpacity. To my mind it is highly

improbablc drat this revival which is

the reactionaries have asked for such

a studyr the Panel contains some
good men and one should not as.
iume its results will be useful to the
Right. But the main requirement is
not statistics; it is action by and on
behalf of the unemployed.
In that respect, It[r. Kennedy has
failed miserably. Initially he pose
poned action on the plea of waiting
to see if there was a Spring improvement. There wasn't, in unemployment, but by then the Administration had diverted attention to its
foreign adventures. Again in Novembir, Economic Adviser Heller
promised action if there isn't improvement by Spring 1916z. Litde re'
liance can be put on such contingent
pledges, which may be designed to
forestall labor action.
Corporate America, and the Government apparatus which serves it, is
quite happy with existing massive un-

It helps to keep labor
"in its place" politically and economemployment.

i.dly.

Financial journals chorde
successes in impov

over @rporation

ing speed-up by using the threai of
unemployment. The spectacular rise
in corporation profits now underway
is closely associated with the longterm rise

in

unemployment.

From the Wall Streer viewpo,int,
Senator Douglas is wrong in saying
the present level of unemployment is
not "manageable." A decade ago2pet
ccnt unemployment was regarded as
"full" ernployment by the bourgeoisie. Recendy the ante was raised to
4 per ccnt, and now some business
economists are "recommending" 5
p€r cent as a public standard.
They aill find that leael "unman-

ageabld' uhich thc uorfring class
aill no longer tolerate, It took prolonged heroic struggles and organiz.atton on the part of millions of unemployed workers in the r93o's to
win significant measures of relid
including cash and food, a shorter
work week, WPA jobs, and unemployment insurance. Communist
leadership was decisive in these
efforts. It will take fresh organization and struggles to obtain serious
concessions in thc r96o's.
The analysis above shows that unemployment is more than sufficient in
size to provide an obiective basis for
such organizations and struggles.
Certainly, the percentage of unemployment is less than at the depths of
the great depression. But it is higher
than in March r93o, when the first
great mass demonstrations of the unemployed took place.

t9

The 5 million officially admitted

not to speak of the
8/79 millton actu.lly unemployed,
unemployed,

constitute a very significant portion
of the economically active population
their families tens of millions
-with
people. The 15 million, who by
of
limited ofrcial figures, sufier from
unemployment within thc coursc of
a year would constitute a force almost as numerous as the entire trade-

union movement

in the United

States.

The decisive need now is organizatron and practical struggles. And
the first responsibility for creating
the organization must rest with the
trade unions, the existing mass organizations of the working class. For
there is no real boundary of interest
between the employed and the unemployed, despite all thc attempts of
some labor leaders to separate them
in practice. It is literally certain that
millions of those employed today

will be unemployed tomorrow, or
next month, or hefore 1963. And if
the top brass of the AFLCIO

are hostile, numerous international
and local unions, important independent unions, and labor-based organizations of the Negro people are
willing and in a position to take initiatives to help the unemployed
workers to organize.

This is the only road

towards

lightening and ultimately taking off
the backs of American labor the increasingly heavy burden of unemployment, that scourge of moribund
monopoly capitalisrn
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HERBERT APTHEKER

CIVIL RIGHTS IN THE U.S. TODAY

Jo*

prt,,, Beach, Florid",,r.tn::r'L.r,..", of the united states at the
December,
close of
196r reported to his brother, the President, that the Department of )ustice "had made important progress in the civil rights 6eld in 196r."
Mr. Robert told Mr. fohn: "I can report to you that the law enforcement
officers and civic leaders in the vast majority of communities have met their
obligations." Particularly in the area of employment, the Attorney General
noted "tremendous success" so far as the Federal Government, and corporations
working under Government contracts, werc concemed.
These joyous tidings naturally were placed on the first page of. the New Yorft
Titnes; the rather somber dissenting opinion of Mr. Clarence Mitchell, Washwho may be presumed to have
ington representative of the N.A.A.C.P.
was confrned
civil rights
some slight acquaintance with the field of - somehow
Space was found for
to a two-inch item on page 24 of the same csteemed paper.
one sentence from Mr. Mitchell:

The Attorney General's report has a little too much sweetness about
how wonderfully the states are cooperating in suppressing violence and
not enough light on what the Government will do to halt the violations
of constitutional rights and shocking brutality documented in the [Civil
Rights] Commission's reports.

It is very possible that the Attorney General has not found time to read
the volumes making up the ry6r Report ol the United States Commission on
who has
Ciuil Righx. Indeed, one of the six members of the Commission
the Reverend Theodore M.- Hesburgh,
served on it since its inception, in ry57
President of Notre Dame University, in a personal and passionate Statement
appended at the end of thc final volume of the Report, even suggestod that
thc Report might go largely unread. "I believe, as my fellow Commissioners dor"
he wrote, "that a report should be objective and factual. But, unless there is
some fire, most governmental reports remain unread, even by those to whom
are addressed: in this case, the President and the Congress."
they
'Actually,
there is plenty of fire in the five volumes of. the Re?ort*, though
in the warmth of Florida, it secms not to have been noticed by the President
iIlll
On., Vo$ne (180 pp.); Book Two: Ed*cation (254 pp)i Book Three: lnployment -(246
pp.); Bmk Five: l*ttice (1O7 pp'); Thse volumes are obain'
pp); Book Four:-Houini-(206 -Documens,
Govcrnment Printing Office, Vashingron D.C. In
i6le'fro- the Superintentent of
eddition, there it-Tbt Piltr Srar.t Rc|ot Stbmi*ed to tbc Comi*tiot on Ctuil- Rigblt q tbe
Stae Ailvitort Comm*tei i687 pp.; Washingon, 196I, r;ovetoment Priotiog O6e, $2.J0).
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and his brother. Indeed, the contents have even an explosive quality; it is
quite perilous-_that-the chief Executive of the nation ani the teiai"g ofrcial
of what is callod the
of Justice choose to ig"or. thir.
"Department
kt
us examine, briefy,
each of the volumes of the 196"r Repon of the united
^
States C,ommission on Civil Rights.
VOTING

In the

voting the commission concentrated its attention upon the r37
eleven Statec-Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Gcorgia,' Louisiarii
Mississippi, North carolina, south.carolina, Tenaessee, T.*"r,
J
wherein more than half the population-consisted of N.gro.rr'totnti"g
"id'virginia
In these
counties r,64rrooo men, womin-and children. Having ne"ithei the time nor the
facilities to investigate each of these, rhe comniission arbitrarily selected
counties

area of

in

for particular examination.
these seventeen Black Belt counties, the

seventeen

In

u.s. commission found that, ar
the most, three percent of
Negro.men and_women voted; to put lhis
.the
another- way, in these counties, wheie there was the lcast inhibiao, of ,otirrg
ut,s: Negro poprllatron, ninety-seaen .perccn, did not aote. rn these countiei
said the commission, housing. was abominable, education almost completely
absent, there was one Negro-larvyer, there
no libraries for the 'NeEro
"reie
citizens, no pavement,. no garbage collection,
no street rights and th. ;;ii
contact with Courts had by them was as janitors or as defendants. None ran foi
office, none held office, none had-anything to do with law enforcemenr, except
as they were the main o iects of-what l-aw enforcement there *"r. r'h.ri if

counties, we repeat, were. selected by the United States commission as representative of the g7, 1n which live over one million six hundred thousand American
Negr,o citizens, in the year of 196r.
The Commission points out- that this condition, insofar as it relates to the
suffrage, stands in direct and fagrant violation of one Article and two Amendments of the u.s. constitution and of a Federal sratute passed in
ry29. The
r9z9 law requires the President of the united stares to subririt to congress every
ten years, an authenticated account of the population in each State, ,r,fto inform
-in
Congress whether or not representation is
accordance therewith. Presidents
of the united States hithero.generally have ignored rhis statutory obligation;
the latest opportunity to.fulfill= it- came in |aiuary 196r, but o.rJ.
th.
President chose not to
"g#r,
.obey the law. The commission suggests that ihe next
o-pportunity will come in ]anuary, r97r, but at least one liader wondered if
there were not some relief open to iiiir.rrr in a case where the Chief Macistrate, sworn to and obliged to execure the laws
and this r9z9 law specificfily
directs action from the President
does not do- so?

- violated by the prevailing conditions
The Article in the constitution

as

described by the commission, is the Fourth, which states that th"e United statcs
must guarantee to each state a republican form of government. The commission
correcdy notes that precisely wfiat characteristics are required lo ,"tirfy ihis
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it adds that certainly one is that the mafority
efiectively.in thc
aad must in fact participate
right
must have tha
-C-onstitution

Article havc not bccn settled, but

.t A" .itr"*
bcing violated
of thc
Ai i.Jiil;rfi[,. State.r Thc"Amendments
in that
Fifteenth,
the
and
Fourteenth
the
lv this condition are, of course,
i(" r,rtrr"g" is being denied illegally and because -Starcs practicing this are not

being penlalized, as-the Constitition directs, by having representation ProPo(tionately reduced.
The'commission also reports that throughout the Nation the sufirage -has
not only directly by racism but-also through-the devices of malap
U*"
"iti"tJ and geriymandJring. Hence, it concludes: "In most States, voting
poiii""*."r
St"t" Egirlatures are so far Jro-m equaf in population
iirt i." for Feder-al

"hd
ln rcpresentatioo." Both practices, of coursc,
,. lr"r" gross disproportion
". grorrly iiolatiue of '.I.*"ntrry democratic Practices; toth of them, and
"r"
;;;.:;11" ;";;;;Jerine, as the $mmission finds, are directly connected wit'h
i"Ii" '*fr.
,aifi*.'This, it ad"ds, "dilutes the votes of millions of citizens"-that is, of
io icltr', let alone the millions who - "through economic reprisals,
ifr"r.
laws, arbitrary
,*e., frt* regiitration rolls, restrictivc voter-qualification
more graphic
No
vote-altogethel.
to
i*llio,io" pro""foro"-"re denied the right
-ihat
denying frecdom to the Negro
ill'ustration Ln bc found of thc truth
people, vitiates freedom for all, in the United States. The Commission put

it this way:

So in 196r the franchise is denied entirely to.som€ because of race
and dihited for many others. The promise of the Constitution is not
yet fulfilled.
EDUCATION

In the area of education, thc u.s. commission finds that from 1959 through
196r, "only forty-four school districts in the seventeen Southern and border
Siates initiited desegregation programs." Scven years after the Supreme Court
unanimously had folnd segregatiJn in cducation to be unconstitutional and had
ordered its iermination "w-ittiall deliberate speed," the fact is that z,o6z school
districts in thc South whercin both white and Negro pupils were enrolled had
made no move whatsoever to comply. There werc ?75 districts in which some
move had bceo made, but most of these had iust begun a very dubious and tor'
tuous twelve-year "progression" plan; "others, by making, all initial assignments
by race and ilacing tf,e burden- of seeking transfer on Negro pupils - often
kept at a minimurn the
under extensiue pifil-plrcement procedurJs
- have
number of Negroes in atte.rdancc at formerly white schools."
Not a sinfib school district in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi and South
ilM"dhon, for armple, hTbe Fedsatitt, No..19: "!e-may defrne a rep.ublic to-bt' . a Sovem'
It
i"J"l- i;i'il-t l-iii"ii''ie po*.i air*tti or indireclv from- the ere4t--bodv- of .people
be derivod-froo thc grcat.bodv.of socictv, oot froo ra
u eo"i*-eot
i;-;;tr;iJi-eti
-or a favoredthat'it
class of it.
."Ooe may note, io this conqetion, the rurmt
incoosiderable portion.
efiort of drc ulm-Right to contirast a "republiC' with a "democmcy."
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.Carolina has taken any step whatsoever towands descgregation; and only one
district in Florida and only one in Louisiana have taken any such step. Several
legislatures, on the other hand
Louisiana, Virginia, aod Georgia
- cspecially
have taken many steps and passed
rnany laws writh the explicit purpose -of
defying the law of the nation. In sum, in 196r, 93 percent of all Negro children
in the South were attending totally segregated schools; of the remaining seven
Ircrcent, desegregation was mostly of token variety.
Furthermore, stated the Commission, the Federal Government itsclf does
not have clean hands on this question. Thus: "Many dependents of military
personnel are still attending segregated off,base schools in the Southern
States." And, while public libraries received considerable financial assistance
from the Federal government, and while many of the libraues being so sub.
sidized forbid Negroes to use their facilities, the Federal government has not
discontinued the flow of funds.
Outside the South, moreover, with iim-crow housing the rule, the Commission finds that while "segregation by race, color, religion, or national origin is
not officially countenanced, it exists in fact in many public schools. . . ."
The Commission's overall conclusions on education, while foresecing some
"anticipatod advances," is far frorn optimistic. On the contrary:

. . the threat of more school closings, reduction of financial aid to
public school systems by tuition grants for attendance at private schools,
tax credits for contributions thereto, and repeal of compulsory school
attendance laws are weakening public edtrcation in some parts of the land
when the national interest demands strengthening.
-

The latter rernark, as ensuing lines make explicit, has refercnce to the advances being made in the Soviet union in bringing education to its citizens
-: lot the -only mention to be found in this U.S. Commission's Repo.rl of the
challenge that Soviet performance represents

to our own

nation.

EMPLOYMENT

The Commission's Rcporl on employment makes clear that discrimination
in this area is universal throughout the nation. The C.ommission's summary
of most important findings reads:
Negro workers continue to be concentrated in the less skillod jobe
. _. . N.gro"s .are also disproportionately represented among the unemployed . . The _depressed economic status of Negroes is thi product of
-.

many forces, including the following:
Discrimination against Negroes in vocational as well as academic

training.

in apprenticeship training programs.
Negroes by labor organizitions
--parti-ularly
and machinists' crafts.

Discrimination against Negroes

. Discrimination against
in the construction

2+
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Discrimination against Negroes
employment officcs.

in referral

serviccs rcndered by State

Diicrimination against Negroes in the training and 'employment'
opportunities ofiered by the armed forces, including the 'civilian com-
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ations and remarks that three years later, "thc cases had not only not yet been
setded, but the complainants had receivod no report from thc C.ommittee of thc
status of the cornplaints or of any progress made."

HOUSING

ponents.'
-

Discrimminatioin by employers, including Government contractors and
even the Fderal Government.

The Commission finds that discriminatory housing patterrls are characteristic throughout the nation. It notes, very briefy, that such patterns aflict

The Commission makes clcar that the disproportionately high rate of unemployment among Negro workers represents economic catastroPhe rivaling thc
woist period of the '3ois. Thus, the percentage of the Negro work force found
to be unemployed early in 196r, in industrial cities was:

Spanish-speaking people, ]ews, Asians, and certain South European peoples
especially Italians and Greeks. Above all, however, it hems in the almost nincteen million Negro Americans,
The Commission warns that "the housing disabilities of colored Americans

Detroit
Fort Wayne:
I-ouisville:
Gary:
South Bend:
Cleveland:
Kansas City, Mo:

39 %
44 %

3g.8%
40 %
70 %
20 %
25 %

Marion, Ind:

St. Louis;
Tulsa:
Wichita:
Canton:

25%

zo/o
30%
24%
20%

Akron:

2t%

Phoenix:

2s%

The sharp discrimination endured by Negro workers in vocational, craft
and technical training tends not only to perpetuate but to intensify the special employment hardships. This is true because technological developments are in-

ireasing the needs for more and more skilled workers. The Report estimates
that foi every roo skilled workers the nation had in ry55, it will need rzz in
1965 and r45 in 1975. The general educational program is lagging behind
these needsl but the altogether discriminatory character of that program is
especially threatening to the Negro people. Again, the Commission invokes
the challenge from the world of socialism: "Discrimination in such programs
is a waste of human resources which this nation can ill afiord, particularly
during an era when it is being challenged to develop to the utmost all the
human and material resources at its command."
The Commission emphasizes that the Federal Government, by what it does

and does not do, directly participates in strengthening the jim-crow pattern
in employment; it affirms, also, that in these negative and positive patterns of
behavior the Faderal Government acts contrary to law.
Unlike Attorney4eneral Kennedy's 196r Report to President Kennedy
which congratulated the Administration on advances made particularly in the
work of the President's Committee on Government Contracts
- the Commission's Report insists that that Committee has been functioning inefiectively.
It comments irn particular that when this Committee finally does get around
to hearing complaints about discriminatory employment on the part of corporations operating on Federal contracts, the bureaucratic red-tape and heartlessness
smother everything, except the profits of the discriminating employer. It cites
as an instance thc complaints made in April, 1955, against five major oil corpor-

are part of a national housing crisis involving a general shortage

of low<ost
housing." It is in this Report on Housing
where the facts are so glaring
- upon the class-relationships- that
the Commission comes closest to touching
that
create, dominate and ultimately determine the jim<row pattern of American
society. In its words: "It is real estate brokers, builders, and mortgage finance
institutions, which translate prejudice into discriminatory action," It notes, too, the
special responsibility of the Federal govcrnment in this area, and the fact that
here
socially speaking, it is housing that lies at the base of discriminatory
- and
patterns
in the nation
that Government has done aknost nothing.* In the
Commission's wor'ds: The Federal Government, of course, is deeply involved . . . As of June
of public credit and money had been used in
Federal housing and related programs. Federal funds and infuence,
in sum, pervade the private housing market, but they havc not been
used extensively to restrain the discrirnination that fourishes there.
Seventeen States and numerous cities have eracted laws and ordinances
prohibiting discrimination in housing. Congress has remained silent.

30, 1959, $ro5 billion

In a morc directly accrusative form, the Commission later 6nds: "Federal
programs, Federal benefits, Federal resources have been widely, if indirectly,
used in a discriminatory manner
- and the Federal government has done
virtually nothing to prevent it."
The Commission reports that the private housing and home finance industries
depend heavily upon benefits flowing from the Federal government. It continues:
They profit from the benefits that the Federal government offers
and on racial grounds deny large numbcrs of Americans cqual housing
opportunity.
At all levels of the housing and home-finance industries
from the builder and the lender to the real estate broker, and often even
the local housing authority
Federal resources are utilized to accefltuatc
- finding ol thc Commission's ptcsent study.
this denial. This is the ccntal
(Italics odded.)

il]a.

went to pr6s, - relrrts from W'mhington indicated that the Admini$ratio! had decided
"postpone" action on housing.

r
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JUSTICE

whilc the 6fth volume of the commission's 1916r Rcport is entided lusice,
ThuJa section of the book,
it *ot"ir6 marcrial d""li"e with additional matteri.
*The American Indian;" another
is
devoted_to
p-"g.r,
ri*ty
ro-.
of
;;ttit"g
oart is fiie concludine'toti"oo of the entire Five-Volume Report, and in ten
f"a-;fn 'N"id for Broader Action," summarizel the nature of
;;;;r:"*i
if--i....*-*a"tiorr th"t the C.ommission urges upon the President and
Congress.

,..1ioo on the American Indian - for the past generation- a growing
a valuable historical
peoples, now numbering about half a million
- presents
status,
glrJ Pattern of
ir,iia*.i"", "r, "*"toinl"tion of their unique legal
""q
economlc,
ot
lrte,
asPect
every
in
Indian
discrimination which confronts the
social, and political. Because of gpace considerations, I wish to PostPone sumupon thlis section until next month for at that time,
marization iod
"o^*"rrt
plan
detail with the quite remarkable 7oo-page volume
in
some
deal
to
also
I
*^"d. ,rp of the Filty Statcs Rcporry submiited to thc U.S. Commission on
Cirit nigntr by each tf th. State Advisory Committees. Since scveral of these

fh"

alro .on?ain material on the status of the Indian peoples, considering both
together will simplifu the problem of presentation.
"That part of 'the'fifth iolume wittr-which we do now wish to deal is entitled "Equal fustice Under the Law;" this holvever, is more,inclusive than the
contents warrant. What is described is police brutality and "private"
"cto"l
violence indulged in with thc connivance of the police; also consi'lered are ex-criminal and civil sanctions directed
isting federal
lgli"tt such brutality, as
wcll"as certain state and local laws and practices which are supposed to bc
it. In addition, an excesslvely_. brief chapter deals with iury
diretted against
-tttit it followed by "6ndings" and "recommendations."
exclusion;
On the whole, the language in thii volume is more "diplomatic" than that
found in the other four voilumes; a reason may be that when one comes to thc
enforcement of the law and violations therein, he is approaching very near the
vital nerve center of the State itself. After all, traditionally, housrng or employment are largely "private" matters; and even education_and voting.are matter$
historically iJeritinea with "state's rights" questions and are enmeshed, too, in
difiering kinds of "theories" that also serve to obscu:e basic political matters.
But whin one comes to the administration of iustice, then the ideas of "equality
before the Law" and "one's right to his day in Court," and the need for
"impartiality" are so deeply ingrained, that to discover all of them in fact
to b. flrgt".rtly violated may force one to a fundamental reconsideration of
the nature of the society so africted.
Verbal petfumery, then, abounds in this volume; still, the rot is so pro
nounced thit when description and narrative apPear, the stench Permeates
cverything. Indeed once in i while, in this very Report, hints are -offered that the
inequities-and gross iniustices that characterize "justice" as _actually administered
that, while the poor need it, only
in the United States relate to class position

-
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the rich can afford it. In a class+xploitative society, "adornod' by a 6erce racmay exism, the objects of the racism
being also the poorest of the poor
- they
pect crucifixion at the hands -of the "forces of law and order" and
will
be rarely disappointed.
The chronic character of thil injustice in the namc of iusticc is commented
upon in the Report itself:

In r93r President Hoover's Wickersham Committee found cxtensive
of police lawlessness, including unjustified violence. Sixteen

evidence

years later another Presidential Committee, this onc appointed by Prcsident Truman, concluded that police brutality, especially against the un-

popular, the weak, and the defenseless, was a distressing problem. And

in 196r this C,ommission must report that policc brutality is still
a serious problem throughout the United States.

now

This does not mean that even in a capitalist and racist socicty nothing effective
can be done about questions of justice, including police brutality or violence.
On the contmrlr certaio gross forms of iniustice and violence have been reduced;
this is notably true, of course, in that ultimate horror of lynching. Whilc in thc
past, hundreds of lynchings were reported yearly, this is no longer truel the
chang-e has come about because of exposure, organized and militani protest, and
considerations of international neods and pressures. Furthermore,- the whole
struggle against injustice is part of the necessary effort to transform the system
needing and breeding such injustice. Moreover, in individual cases, exposuri and
struggle may remedy or limit parricular injusticesl they may also put the fear of
the people's wrath in the hearts of ofrcialdom, and this can never bc anything
but salutary.
The fact is, however,- that today, everywhere in the United States, the minority
peoples, and especially the Negro people, face institutionalized injustice, and the
ever-prcsent danger of beatings, clubbings, pistol-whippings, and more extended
and systematized torture at the hands of police or private groups acting with thc
cooperation of or the connivance of the police.
_ The Commission reports that its "srudies indicate that police brutality in the
United States- today is a serious and continuing problem in many parti of the

country."

It

finds that "illegal violence by officeis of the law caits- a cloud of

suspicion over the entire system of American justice," The Commission quotes a
Southern white attorney-whose identity it must hide to protect him: "I-see my
clients beat, abused and run over all of the time and there is nothing much I can
do,.because when I try in Federal Court I wind up with the hell beal out of me."

- The Civil Rights Division of the Departmeni of fustice received r,328 comof- police brutality in
two-and-a-half year period ending in the Spring of
-g
1916r; only 4z civil suits alleging such brutality, however, were filed by-the
Department, an{ 9f these ao, one rcsulted in a uerdict lor the plaintifi-uictim,
plaints

In that same period, 5-z crirninal prosecutions were undertaken by the Department,
but of these 46 resulted in acquittals. Since, as the Commisiion reporrs, most
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cases

of police brutality never reach the Department of fustice at dl, it finds it

"probabli" that "thousands of acts of [poliie] brutality were committed in this

country."
The Commission reports that current Federal and local laws are altogether
inadequate. It also reports that the F.B.I. shows a distressing lack of interest in
cases involving police brutality; that, in fact, as an Agent (unnamed) told the
Committee, "lie does not turn civil rights cases over to the Bureau, because they
don't like them." Many United States Attorneys also were found by the Commission to "have consistently opposed the prosecution of police brutality cases."
In any case, the Commission alro notes, the existing federal legislation dealing
with the punishment of police brutality "is inherently restricted [and] their range
is short." This, combined with "the absence of effective State action," results in
the kind of condition vividly indicated in the remarks of the southern white
attomey already quoted. Hence, to use the Commission's summary:

. . . At the present time the constitutional rights of a significant number
of American citizens are being invadsd by acts of police brutality. Their
rights are not b€ing secured and protected. This problem is not being
adequately handled by State or local officials. A Federal statute makes such
action a crimel yet the number of prosecutions under this statute is small.
The number of convictions, smaller yet. This is a distressing situation.
The only other aspect of racism in administration of iustice dealt with by the
Commission's Report is that of jury exclusionl nothing is said about the
systematic exclusion of Negroes from the adminisration of iustice itself or from
those entrusted with the enforcement of law. Of jury exclusion, the Commission's
study leads it to this conclusion:
The praaice of racial exclusion from juries persists today even though
has long stood indicte'd as a serious violation of the r4th Amendment.
As a result, the bar of race and color is placed at the only gate through
which the average citizen may enter for service in the courts of justice.

it

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, in its Report on |ustice, limited as
that is, proves conclusively and authoritatively that administration of iustice
in the Unitsd States is white supremacist to the core, and that this charge is
applicable not only to the State governments but also to the Federal Government

itself-

,*

*

*

of the second part of this
article for our next issue. At that time, we shall consider not only the
material on the American Indian, and the Reports from each of the Fifty
State Advisory Committees on Civil Rights, but also the Recommendations
ofiered by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in each of the five areas with
Space considerations force the holding over

which

it

dealt.

By Jaclr Woddis

No analysis of recent events in the

Congo is possible unless one rakes
into account all the main protagonisrs
in this life and death struggle. On
one side stand the people
of the
-struggling
Congo, yearning and
for

their long-awaited goal of rlal independence. Against them is arrayed
the imperialist might of the western
powers. But this imperialist group
ing is itself divided, primarily between the United States on the one
hand, and the Anglo-Belgian bloc
on the other, allied with Sir Roy
Welensky and the Northern Rhodesian copper companies. And at the
heart of the struggle srands the
wealth of Katanga, still firmly in the
grip of theUnion Minilre, in which
the Belgian Soci6t6 Gdndrale and the

British Tanganyika

Concessions,

holding jointly 30 per cent of the
shares, have the decisive control. The
other largest share is in the hands
of the 'State,' which in practice has
meant the Belgian Government and
the puppet, Tshombe.
It was to keep this wealth that the
imperialists brought about the murder of Patrice Lumumba and his
colleagues and suppressed the legal
parliament. But these actions of the
imperialists, though a set-back for the
people, solved nothing. In fact they
only served to heighten the understanding of the Congolese people and
strengthen their resolve to complete
29

their battle for independence. Thus
in Stanleyville, under Gizenga's
leadership, the legal government continued, a living expression of that
national upsurge which had led to the
independence declaration of ]une 3o,
r96o.

Throughout

this

period,

the

United States worked to destroy the
legal government at Stanleyville, trying every trick known to imperialism.

But

it continued to live and work

and, when necessary, to 6ght. Meanwhile the demand for recalling the
Congolese Parliament-which

in

the

of the situation prevailing,
was a demand for reasserting the
context

Congolese people's sovereignty
mounted until it became impossib[e
to resist. And when on fuly 26, tg6r,
the Congolese Parliament met again
for the first time since Mobutu's il-

it was soon obvious that
the genuine forces of the national
movement, despite the loss of several

Iegal action,

leaders through brutal murder, were

the strongest force. This had to be
recognized by Kasavubu and those
around him, as well as by the imperialists.

Clearly
reached.

It

a

new stage had

been

was significant that Mo.

butu, who a

yer

previously had

boasted that Parliament would 'never

meet again,' had to stand silently by

while it reassembled and proceeded
to elect leaders of the national move.
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ment to key pocts both there and in
the Senate. Arising fmm this recall,
agreement was reached early in August to form a new Central Government. The mistrusted lleo, who had
been prernier in Leopoldville, had
to step aside, and the premiership

went to Adoula, a man who was
evidently acceprable to both sides.
The new government had to include
many patriotic representatives of the
national movement, with Gizenga as
one vice-premier and |ason Sendve,
leader of the Balubakat Cartel (main
opposition to Tshombe's Conakat in
K-atanga) as the other. The Ministry
of the Interior went to another firm
supporter of Lumumba's patriotic
policy, Gbenye. Altogether, ten of
the ministers held the same posts
under Lumumba. At the same time
Kasavubu remained President, the
discredited Bomboko retained the
Foreign Ministry, which is reported
to be honeycombed with agents of
the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency,

the French Suret6 and the Belgian
secret police; and Ileo became Minister of Information. Moreover, Mo,
butu remained as Commander-inChief.

Clearly the new Central Government is the outcome of a compromise and further confict between the
two trends it has brought together
will, in the long run, be inevitable.
It came into being partly in consequence of the two conflicting tendencies. The U.S. wanted a united central government, dominated by its
own rupporters, as a step to taking

oYer Katanga, and wrcsting the
wealth away from Anglo-Belgian
rivals, as well as keeping it out of
the hands of the Congolese people.
The genuine national forces in the
Congo also wanted a united central
goYernment, but one led by Congolese patriots, in order to setde with

Tshombe, end Katanga's

secession,

strengthen national unity and so uphold Congolese sovereignty. Thus
two opposing forces
imper- U.S.national
ialism and the Congolese
movement
- were both seeking outwardly similar aims for diflerent purposes. In this situation, moreover,

the strength of the national moveit difficult for the U.S. to
prevent the emergence of the new
Central Government, backed as it
is by both Congolese Houses of
Parliament. It lost little time in declaring against the Katanga separatists and announcing its intention to
march on Katanga and re-establish
Congolese unity. Before it could
move, however, the United Nations
forces in the Congo, acting quite
apart, clashed with the European-

ment made

offcered forces of Tshombe, and thus
set in train the sequence of events
which were to lead to the death of
Hammarskjold.

Why did the U.N. forces take
action against Tshombe? First, bccause the U.S. rulers

(I.N.

(in practice, the

executives on the spot), did
not fully trust the new Central Gov-

ernment. Its inclusion of matry
patriotic leaders, its declared intention to sweep away the Tshombe
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reglmg its appointment of Davidson seized by U.N. forces during the
Boshele, a leader of the newly organ- action, and use airfields; and an
i"ed united party, thc Lumumba agrcement, which, by its very narure,
National Party, as commissioner-gen- has once again given him the status
eral for Katanga, Premier Adoula's of a legal rulei of an independent
threats to nationalize the mineral State despite U.N. formal prote$ts
wealth of the Katanga-all these that it does not recognize iuch a
were sufrcient to make the U.S. ap. State.
prehensive that the overthrow of
One must appreciate the forces
Tshombe by Centrd Govcrnment that stand behind Tshombe. Thcsc
forces could mean the loss of Ka- are the real 'ultras' in the present
tanga to all imperialist powers. Sec- situation. Within Tshornbe's armed
9ndly, the US. felt that if it could forces, in fact leading them, are
bring Tshombe to heel, it would be French 'p*""' like Roger Trinquier
in a stronger position to safeguard ('Say I am a fascist'), Belgian oftcers,
imperialist infuence in Katanga, to British, South African and Rhodedictate terms to the Cenual Govern- sian soldiers of fortune, and German
ment and thus to ensure a dominant veterans of wars against the peoples
position for U.S. influence. Thirdly, of Vietnam and Algeria. But behind
it was thought that by giving the these is the real power, the AngloTshombe regime a jolt, it could be Belgian imperialists, the unholy dlimade 'to see reason' to send its ance of Societe Generale, Tanganyika
representatives to the Congolese Par- Concessions, the Northern Rhodeliament, perhaps secure posts io thc sian copper companies, the British
Government, and thus, in general, Tory leaders and Sir Roy Welensky.
give added strength to the compro- French imperialist reaction, operating
mising elements in Leopoldville. through Abbe Youlou, Premier of
Fourthln the demands for the U.N. former French Congo across the river
to take action against the European at Brazzaville and Portuguese fascmercenaries had become so insistent, ism, facing critical days in neighborespecially by independent African ing Angola, are also deeply involved;
states, that some show of action had and West Germany is in it up to the
to be put up.
hilt, too. The Anglo-Belgian group,
But having initiated the action above all, are determined that thc
against Tshombe, why did the U.N. wealth of Katanga should not go to
call its forces to a halt so quickly I the people of the Congo, nor if they
And then agree to such a humil- can help it, into the hands of Wall
iating cease-fire agreement with Street. Hence their stubborn defence
Tshombe? One moreover, which has of Tshombe and their open opposiallowed Tshombe to retain his mer- tion to the U.N. action against their
cenaries, get back k.y buildings puppet. The intensity o{ the AngtG
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U.S. conflict was strikingly revealed journey to Ndola, was given an
in the British press at the time of the escort, by Welensky's governmenL
U.N. action. The Uuerpool Post de- On nearing Ndola airport, Hammar'
nounced it as'outrageous' and stated skjold (perhaps scenting treachery)
that there were 'strong reasons' for ordered his pilot not to land. It was
thinking that the U.N. had become too late. The plane exploded (a
'the tool of American copper cu- olanted bombl or b'ullets from an
ittacking let?), and Hammarskiold
pidity.'
But the moves to oppose the U.N. met his death. It may never be dis.
action in Katanga were not limited covered who planted the bomb or
to articles and newspaper editorials. fired the bullets. But there can br
Lord Home flew to Washington to little doubt that the imperialist forces
make the British Government's pro- who were responsible for Lumumba's
test. Sir Roy Welensky moved troops murder are equally responsible for
up to the Northern Rhodesian fron- Hammarskiold's death. The fate of
tier with Katanga. And Lord Lans- the two men shows the lengths to
downe, British Under-Secretary of which these forces will go to Protect
State, flew to Ndola. And it was in their stranglehold on the wealth of
fying there for discussions with Lord Katanga.
It is therefore understandable that
Lansdowne and Tshombe-at Britain's request-that Hammarskjold, the U.N. operation went ofl at halfreturning to the scene of his crime, cock. A British United Press Cor'
was killed by the forces that mur- respondent Ray Maloney, says that
dered Lumumba. To keep this ren- 'violent reaction overseas' to the U.N.
dezvous Hammarskjold had to fy in Katanga:
over a thousand miles in open skies, reached such a pitch that U.N. headfrom Leopoldville to Northern Rho- quarters . . . ordered to halt the plans
desia, at a time when Tshombe's while the whole situation was reviewed.
European-piloted !ets were freely The same U.N. officers claimed that the
shooting at U.N. planes. (Hammar- public statements of Sir Roy Welenskiold's own plane had only recently iky . . . and the support he receivod
been damaged by Tshombe's pilots.) from both Britain and France, did
He asked for an escort of three jet- much to force the U.N. to release thc
imposed on
fighters from the Ethiopian govern- stranglehold which it had
Katanga.
ment; but there was inexplicable
\Guardian, Septcmber 27, ry&.)
delay in obtaining permission for
these to fy over British territory, But quite apart from this stubborn
either over Uganda or Northern opposition, the U.N.'s main preoccuRhodesia. So Hammarskiold !our- pation was not to sweep the whole
neyed without an escort, although it Tshombe edifice away, but to bring
is reported that Tshombe, for his it into line; even to preserve it as a
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U.S. puppet instead of an AngloBelgian one. Hence U.N. representative Khiari's statement that the
United Nations was 'not seeking to
depose Mr. Tshombe' (Daily Telegraph, October ry, ry6r). The U.N.
forces in the Congo were compelled,
partly by world pressure, partly by
the Congolese people's movement,
and partly through the infuence of
U.S. imperialism, to take some hesitant steps against Tshombe. Yet this
action can in no sense be regarded as
a last-minute act of conscience and
honesty in the U.N. executive, nor as
a genuine attempt to assist the Congolese people.
How then is the Congo crisis to be

I

Tshombe's forces, largely
heavily
armed. The Katanga air force has at
resolved

the European 'ultrasr' are

its
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so after its cease-fire, it left the armcd
forces of the Central Governtnent to

attack on their own, without U.N.

assistance, and especially without
U.N. air support. The Central Government, meanwhile, was denied the

right to acquire aircraft becausc of
the insistence that all military materials for the Congo must come
through the U.N.; yet Tshombe and
his backers continue to build up their

military might with impunity, in
of the cease-fire agreement.
Maneuvres over the U.S. rcsolutions at the U.N., not least on
whether the Central Government
should be allowed an air force and
how the U.S. proposed to keep a
grip on it, were characteristic of tho
defiance

whole situation-and brought Anglo.
American confict right into the open.
The Congolese people have many
bitter struggles ahead, But the experience of the past eighteen months
shows that any imperialist hopes of
imposing a neo-colonialist solution
on the Congo are doomed, in the

disposal nine Fouga jets, fivc
DC4 transports, five Dorniers
(bought in Western Germany and
transported via Brussels and, Brazzaville or Northern Rhodesia according to press reports), and has a
further 55 planes on order. The Cen- Iong run, to failure. The instability
tral Government has no air force of the Congo since 196o is precisely
under its own control.
a measure of imperialist failure, of
Here we come to the crux. From its inability to have things its own
the beginning the situation has been way. In the past two years the Conbedevilled because the U.N. execu- golese people have suffered terrible
tive in the Congo has consistently set-backs. But they were never do.
refused to act in support of the legal feated. These courageous and deterCentral Government but insists on mined people will yet have the final
its own independent status in the say and the unity and independSabres,

Congo and tries to settle things in its
own (i.e ., U.S.) interests. |ust as the
U.N. started the operation against

Katanga on August zB on its own,

ence of the Congo, for which Lumumba sacrificed his life, will yet be
achieved.

Ihe 0oan Struggle Against Portuguese Colonialism

they are Portuguese by blood; that thcy
spcak the Portuguese languagc, havc
'Western
customs and habits and follow

By B. M. Braganza

k

reyoduccd from a neuspa?er published in Bombay,
called Frere, Goa. The issue is datcil O*ober 25, ry6l; it is aolumc a
nambct z of thc publication. Rcoders will find it hclplul in undersunding
thc libetatiott ol the Ponuguese colonies in India, recently cartied out by
the omcd forces of that nation-the Editor.

This articlc

Portuguesc colonialism

of lndian soil and sovereignty. With its
formation were laid down the basic

in India will

b" 45, yeare old on November

e5.

principles of the Goan freedom _struggle: Fieedom from Portuguese colo-nial-

Equally old is the battle that Goan
people have been and are still waging
against the oldcst aggressor on Indian
soil.

ism and re-integration with India.

Against this fundamental aspect of
the question-the oneness of India-

If in the frr p*rt the Goan resistance

which rejected all divisions and barriers
raised by Imperialists to divide and rulc

to thcir rule has been made short work

with ruthless repressim and with fue and sword, the
modern phase of it, is proving a hard
nut for them to crack, for the political
evolutioa of the world has travelled a

of by the

Portuguese

the Indian people, Dr. Salazar found
necessary to resort to all manner of

it

trickery, distortion and
falsehood to defend his indefensible
sub,terfuges,

long way ahead, leaving Portugal and
its farist dictator with his medieval
mentality far behind.
The modern phase of the Goan free-

position.

Thus, against the legitimate demand
of the Goan people and of India, drat
Portuguese colonialism must quit Indian soil, the Portuguese dictator presents the preposterous claim that Goa,
Damaun and Diu, the three tiny Indian
territories, (Goa r3o9 sq. miles, Damaun 3r sq. rniles and Diu 14 sq.

dom struggle "^n be said to have started
with the return to Goa, after long years
in France, of the Goan leader, T. B.
Cunha, rightly called the Father of the
Goan National Movement, and the for-

mation by him

in
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Damuan and Diu are distinct frryn thc traction. The Portugucse names are
rest of the pcople of India; that they however nothing more ttran the labcls
diffcr in race, culture and religion; that aff,xed on them at the time of thc

r9z8

of the

miles, all situated on the'Western coast
of India and separated from each other
by hundreds of miles) going by thc
high-sounding name of State of Portu-

Goa

Congress Crcmmittee, which was affili-

ated to the Indian National Congress

at the Calcutta sesion.
The formation of the Goa Congress
C.ommittee proclaimed the oneness of
the people of Goa with the people of
the iest of India and with the anticolonial Indian fight, be it against the
British, French or Portuguese usurPers

guise India, are an integral part of

Portugal and-as if asserting a right
that thesc
acquired by prescription
teriitories have been under- Portugal for
over 4 centuries. What is more, he

blatantly afErms that the people of Goa,
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forced mass conversions the Portugrresc

to better divide and rulc
the Indian people. Thesc names have,
carried out

the Christian religion.

as was but natural, stuck to them since

The fact is that not even the asertion
that Goa, Damaun and Diu have bcea
in Portuguese possession for four and a
half centuries is true. History shows
that only a part of Goa, rr3 sq. miles
which goes by the name of Velhas Conquistas (Old Conquests)-thc rest of
the area of Goa is known as Novas
Conquistas (New conquests)
and

then-without anybody attributing any

which is but a small fraction -of the
total territory called the State of Portuguese India, has been in Portuguese
hands for that period of time. The remaining territory came under the Portuguese occupation only at the end of
the rSth century.

How Portuguese and Christian is the
population of. Goa, Damaun and
Diu may be seen from the statistics of
the Colonial Government itself. We reproduce the following figures from the
statistics of r95o:

Total population of Portuguesc

India

637,59,

Population of Indian origin 636;53
Europeans and Eurasians rroTg
Hindus
388,488
Christians

Muslims
Other religions

234,275

r4;62
6jo

The subterfuge of pointing to thc
of the Goan Christian rninority is employed to fool the

Portuguese names

r.vorld that Goans are of Portuguese er-

racial or other significance to them. Bcsides, as their own statistics attest, not
oly are the Goans not Portuguese by
blood but the maiority are not Christian either.

As for their Portuguese culturc, 9g
of the inhabitants of Goa
neither speak nor even understand the
perccnt

Portuguese language and only about a
p€rcent can read and write it. The en-

tire population speaks Konkani, thc
local idiom, and the great majority
being illiterate (according to the r95o
census ?88o percent are illiterate)
speak only Konkani. A small section
of the wealthier Christian population
Ilaunt Western dress and Westen
habits, but these in reality are but a
travesty of the real Wcstern habits.
Such westerniz,aaon is to be found in
India and almost every country of the

East, since certain Western habits have
today bccome international habits. Thc
customs and way of lifc o[ the vast

majority

of the Goan people-the
- are every bit

Christians included
Indian.

Not

even the terror of the Inquisition

prevailed in Goa for nearly
-which
two centuries with all its tyrannical

laws aiming et the total denationalization of the Goan people, laws which
tried to enforce under threat of maior
penalties change of not only religion
but even language, dress, customs, thc
very way of life and even the food-
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siJcc'ded in no more than merely altcring to a certain degree the languagc,
food, dress and habits of the Christian

affront to human dignity, did not go
without being challenged. Menezes

population.

Braganza, the leader of the elected mi-

But

fundamentally they

have failed in their endeavor. With all
thc supcr6cial modifications, the customs, thc language and dres of the
Goan Christians continue to be more

Indian than anything else. And thc

entire Goan population remains what
has always been, is and will forevcr

it

remain-Indian.
RACTAL DISCRIMINATON

The Portuguese colonialists have also
spread thc myth of a perfect equality of

all the peoples under the

Portuguese

fl"g. A study of the Portuguese processes
of colonial domination will show that,
as with all other colonial regimes, racialism is the essential characteristic. It
has existed throughout all the regimes
through which Portugal has passed. Of
@urse, it might have varied in degree
during different regimes and sometimes
functioned under subtle veiled forms.

It

is, however, certain that in the

century

last

or two it has never been

so

of.

possesing other peoples, which is an

nority in the Government Council of
Goa, fearlessly asserted the right of the
Goan people to repudiate that Charter
of eternal slavery. In a historic resolution the Goan leader declared in the
Governmeot Council to the Portugucse
fascist Governor General's face; "Portuguese India does not renounce the
right that all peoples have of attaining
the fullness of the individuality to the
point of constructing units capable of
guiding their own destiny, this being
the birthright of their organic essencc."
The Colonial Act had other corollary
legislation, like the Military Service
Regulation, according to which only

Europeans are regarded as "citizens"
and the colonial peoples or "indigenasr"
that is natives, if they are illiteratc. The
same legislation has closed the doors of

higher ranks in the army to colonial
peoples, who cannot thus aspire to be
more than corporals. The literate "assimilados'n are bound to pay military
tax but are debarred from active mili-

rabid as under the present fascist dictatorship. It was Dr. Salazar himself who
with the Colonial Act, of his own
authorship, introduced the most rank

tary service.

racialist and discriminatory legislation
for the Portuguese colonies. Art. z of
that legislation-typical of the primi-

Portugal has never invested any cap
ital in Goa. With its own industrial and

tive and reactionary mentality of its

author-proclaims: "It is of the organic
ecsence of the Portuguese Nation to cx-

crcize the historic function of possessing
and colonizing overseas dominions and
to civilizc the native populations which
comprise them."

This

busincss

of "organic esscnce"

GOA'S ECONOMY

technical backwardness and under-developed state,

it

has never carried out

any industrial development in its colo
nies. In the four and a half centuries of

Portuguese colonial domination it is
only Goa's wealth that has been drained
to Portugal through the channcl of an
daborate bureaucracy.
With no industries, and a primitive
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of
agriculture
obtaining
under
a
fense
of
their
and
dignity,
and
rights
lorry
feudal regimer producing what may be of which any people in the world can
sufrcient for only aboutGve months of be proud. It is true all that failcd. But
the year, Goa depends entirely on that does not rob it of its glory. Failurr
imports to satisfy the most immediate was inevitable given the isolated
needs of her population. Almost a thind

of the population must emigrate to find
a means of livelihood. The majority of
these Goan emigrants earn their living
in India, and the rest in British Africa
and the Middle East. These people are
forced to leave their homes and families
for long periods of time in order to
eke out a meagre living.
However, since India's independence
the mining industry developed in Goa
has in the course of these 15 years become the main source of the colonial
economy in Goa. What is most shame-

ful and

amazing is that this mining
industry is operated by Indian business-

men with precious Indian capital and
Indian labor. The industry provides the

of Goa with fabulous
in foreign exchange. Again, this
substantial Goan wealth is almost in
foreign rulers

sums

character of the fight and the smallness
of the population facing a might unsurpassed in ruthlessness and barbarity.
In face of the present phase of tlrc
Goan resistance, the colonists claim
that there is no movement against thcm

of any kind in Goa; that the Goan
people are content to live under Portuguese rule and that everythiog is peace

and tranquility

in Goa; that

agitation

exists only beyond the fronticrs and is
maneuvered by the Indian Government

through a handful of Goan hirelings.
As already pointed out, years beforc
India became independent, back in
1928, already a Goa Congress Commit-

tec had been formed and affiliated to
the Indian National Congress with the
clear objective of working for the libcration of Goa from Portuguese domination and its re-unification with a frec

its entirety drained to Portugal on the
plea that, according to law, all underground wealth belongs to the ruling

India. The existence of the Committee
was no secret and the Portuguese rulers

country.

who

RESISTANCE

and was busy consolidating his position
in Portugal, had not yet enacted his

The 45o year old, Portuguese domination should not be taken as an acceptance of that slavery by the Goan people.
The fact is that from its very inception
it has met with strong resistance as expressed by the numerous armed revolts

and other forms of reaction against
colonial tyranny. History records numerous instances of extraordinary feats
of valor, heroism and patriotism performed by Goans of all classes in de-

were quite aware

of it. Dr.

Salaz.ar,

had only just come into power

laws by which he decapitated all civil
liberties. It was, however, not long before those laws came and for years after
that the Committee functioned undcrground carrying on intens€ and per-

sistentwork...

On |une 18, t946, more than a year
before India's independence, on thq
mcre suggestion of Dr. Ram Manohar
Lohia, a mass movement for civil liber-

ties broke out and rapidly spread
throughout the country. It is evident

that- such
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a mighty

expression of

aw-akening would have not been impos-

sible without the hard work carried on
years inside the country by the Goa
Congrcss Committee. Men and women

lor

out in thousands to dcfy thc
fascist laws of Dr. Salazar which decame

priv-cd the people under his dictatorship

of the fun&mental libertics . . .
Thousands of people participated in

this, braving all manner of brutalities
and torturc, with thc Indian National
Congress flag for the banner of revolt,
proclaiming the unity and the indivisibility of India.
The Portuguese authorities, who
nursed the blissful dream that they had
forever enslaved the Goan peopler'were

taken by surprise. Filled wiih terror
and seeing that his police were inadequate to stall the movement, the Governor General tried to cajole the Goan

nationalists with false promises of reforms, etc., to gain time, In this, he
was helped by well placed stooges who,
fearing that advantages were slipping
out of their hands, hurriedly movcd
between the Governor and the nationalists, acting as go-betweens. Vested interests on the other hand tried to capture the leadership of the movement or

wreck it. And while all this went on
the Governor secretly sent for troops

from Portugd.

In a short time, thousands of troops,
European and African, poured into
Goa and the severest of repressions was
launched. T. B. Cunha, the leader, was
arrested, courtmartialled, and deported

to be interned in the Fortress of

Pen-

iche. Others followed. Hundreds of ar-

rests were made. Aguada Fortress in
Goa was packed to capacity. But the
movement did not stop.

In this

stupendous and unequal
strife, the Goan pcople had the strong

and valuable backing of Mahatma
Gandhi. His keen interest in their

struggle and the assurance that they
should have nothing to fear because
the millions of India were behind them
lent tremendous courage to the Goan

nationalists. It instilled in them the
great hope that with India's fast-coming
independence their own victory against
the Portuguese would also come. They

carried on the fight anxiously waiting

for the day of India's independence,
it would herald the day of
their own deliverance . .
Then came India's independence.

certain that

Despite all the intimidation and terrorism of the Portuguese, the Goan people
celebrated the great day with unbounded enthusiasm and excitement.
But the day soon passed and a grim
reality faced them.
Instead of asserting lndia's right to

libcrate the foreign possessions without
the interference of anybody, the task
of completion of India's independence
was viewed in a narrow legalistic angle
and Goa was made lust the "separate
entity" that the Father of the Nation
had declared that it could not be allowed to be in a Free India. As a result,
all the barriers erected by the colonialists themselves were admittod and consolidated.

The consequences have been tragic.
Salazar himself, who earlier talked in
terms of negotiations with India, once
a legation was established in Lisbon,
which raised him to a level of equality,
showod his true fascist face. The Indian
leaders showed in their dealings with
Salazar complete ignorance of the nature of fascism and its

processes. As

it clear that
pursue only peaceful methods
to achieve its obiective, the misgivings
of the Dictator gave place to arrogance
and adamancy. The Dictator refused to
expected, once India made

it would

negotiate and proclaimed

that

Goa,

Damaun and Diu could only be taken
by force.

Salazar crossod

the limit of

5oo

troops which was fixed for Portugal in

Goa by the British, who called the socalled Portuguese State of India an

"adjacent" territory or a merely tolerated entity, and began to land on the
Indian sub+ontinent more and more
troops till their number..rose to well
over r2,ooo r.e., one soldier for every

forty

people.

Still the movement did not stop. It
grew. What had been started as a Civil
Liberties Movement developed into resistance to foreign colonial domination
itself and for re-integration with India.
But with the resistance the repression
also grew. More troops, NATO armaments, the PIDE (Salazar's Gestapo)
with all its fiendish processes of. persecution, torture and murder and
blood-hounds to trace underground
nationalists came to Goa. A whole army
of Goan and Western mercenaries were

mobilized to fool the world with distorted facts and falsehoods.
By r95r, the movement had grown
so much that, alarmed, Salazar found
it necessary to lend support to his propagandists by remodelling his colonial
legislation with a jugglery of words.
Overnight, colonies became "overseas
provinces" and the Colonial Act was
made an integral part of the Dictatorship Constitution, which declared that:

"The overseas provinces (which the
whole world knew as "colo,nies") are
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united among themselves and with the
metropolitar territory."

FIRST GOAN VICTORIES

In

1954, Goan volunteers libcrated

the Portuguese enclaves of Dadra and
Nagar of Damaun which were a part
of the District of Damaun and comprised r88 sq. miles of territory with a
population of 4r,523, one-cighth of
the total area of the Portugese State of

India. The Portuguese officers with a
force of zoo armed police, continuously
smuggled from Goa as civilians, aban-

doned the so<alled Portuguese sovereignty in a'hcroic ratrear' and sought
the protection of the Indian policc in
fear o fthe Goan liberators who, backed

by thousands ot adiaassis, thc exploitcd
tribal people of Nagar Haveli, had
made a triumphant entry.
The same year the people

of India,
6lled with revolt and indignation at
the sad plight of Goan fighting forces
being left to carry on thc struggle in
abandonment, decided to come to their
rescue and the Goa Vimochan Schayak Samiti was formed. It was a broad
front of Indian political parties. Under
the banner of the Goa Vimochan Saha-

yak Samiti was organized a satyagrapha which was to be a mixed Satyagrapha of Goan and non-Goan voluoteers. As a result of the official ban on
citizens crossing the frontier, it was limited only to Goans. The sataygraphis
were arrested and tortured by the Portuguese and their leader, Anthony Fernandes, sentenced to z8 years imprison-

ment. On this occasion the

Goan
sataygrahis actually captured the Tere-

kol Fort, planted the Indian fag on it
and held the Fort z4 hours before a
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whole shipload of armed forces were
dispatched to wrest it from them.

On Aug. 15, r955t took place

the
great mass sataygraha of Indian citizens,
which opened the eyes of the world to
the limits to which Portuguese barbar-

ity could

go.

Thousands of Indian volunteers, men
and women, responding to the call of

the Goa Vimochan Samiti and coming

from every part of India converged
on the borders of Goa, Damaun and
Diu. Dvided into batches of hundreds and armed only with their determination and the Indian National
Flag held high, they marched into the
usurped Indian territories, in opposition to the will of the Indian Government
only to be mowed down by

thc fascist
machine-guns. Within a
brief half an hour or perhaps even

less, the unequal battle, heroic and at
the same time horrid, was over, leaving
on the field over a score of satyagrahii
killed and numerous injured and
maimed.
The conscience of the civilized people
of the world was shocked. But West-

ern imperialists had nothing to say.
Not only NATO weapons and aid continued to pour into the hands of Salazar, but Portugal even got ingress into
the UN and continued there, daily
trampling on the principles of the UN
Charter and insolently defying the decisions.of the World Organization with
rmpunlty.

But the Goan patriots did not ensuccumb to the demoralizing

tircly

situation. The best among them fought
and kept the flame that had been lit

io

ry46 still burning. In spite of the
tremendous obstructions and hardships the urge for freedom lived and

continues to live in the Goan peoplc

..

.

PROUD RECORD

The record of the Goan sacrifices is
a proud one: rorooo arrested, hundrods

courtmartialled and sentenced froon
3 to z8 years imprisonment, 14 Goaos

(and z non-Goan Indians) deported to

Angola, Cabo Verde and Portugal,
some

of them still in exile, and

scores

of them mundered, mostly in the lockups.

For 16 years the Goan people kept
up the most heroic resistance against
Portuguese colonialism and Fascism.
The magnitude of that 6ght must be
gauged by taking into account the
smallness of the population and the
monstrous nature of the fascist regime
they are facing-a regime which has
turned Goa into a vast concentration
camp, a regime modelled on tb.e regimes of Hitler and Mussoline, the
feared gurus of. Salazar, a regime
where fundamentd liberties have no
place, where the will and power of a
tyrant are law, a tyrant protected from
his opponents by force, torture and
munder.

The end of 196o has brought about
great changes both in the international
and national field. The triumphaot
national independence movements of
the African peoples have brought new
conditions which have assured the imperialist world that the days of its exploitation must come to an end. The
Afro-Asian group in the UN has made
the imperialist powers realize that Africa and Asia are a force to reckon with
and made possible the triumph of the
resolution on colonialism in the General
Assembly on Dec. l,4, 196o.

In

the national freld, the formation
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of the National Campaign Committee vious that only immediate miliury
for Goa, at the 3rd National Confer- action without loss of time can prevent
ence of Afro-Asian Solidarity held in further fascist madness and relieve the
Bombay from Dec.3 to 5, has been ttre Goan people from the nightmare in
most significant and important factor which they are living. Nor does there
which has revolutionized the Goan situ- remain the least doubt that such an
ation. The untiring acrivity of the Na- action will be welcomed by the entire
tional Campaign Committee for Goa, peace and fteedom-aspiring anti<olohas again roused to a pitch, the impact
nial forces of the world. It uill moreof which is reflected in the very signi- ouet mean aaluable and actiue assisrancc
ficant statement by the Prime Minister to the braae Angolan people who arc
in the Parliament, that India no longer fighting the sarne crrcrny, It will indeed
rules out military action to oust Portube the most effcciac solidarity with

guese colonialism on Indian soil.* The

fact that India has at long last withdrawn its assurance to the Portuguese
that no force would be used to make
them quit is definitely a revolutionary
change.

Already the statement has made the
Portuguese tremble with fear. Losing

their wits, redoubled repression has
in Goa. The population
is terrorized with shows of military
might, with military vehicles roaring
through thc villages at night and the
information spread by agents of colobeen let loose

nialism that everything has been minod
and kept ready for the execution of the
scorched'earth policy, threatened long
ago by the Dictator.

HELP ANGOLA
Under the circumstanccs, it is ob

Angola.

It is therefore imperative that all

genuine lovers of fresdom in the world
should join their voice to that of the

people of India in support of urgcnt
military aaion by thc Indian Govern-

ment
the only sure and speedy way
to end- the Portuguese colonial and fascist rule in India. Portugal being a

NATO power, its presence on Indian
soil in the present explosive interna-

tional situation spells danger not only
to India but to the entire South-East

Asia. For where Salazar is,
NATO bases can and are sure to

there
be.

* On August 16, 1961, Prlme Minister Nehru,
speaking in the Indian Padiament, said: "I
am not prepared to be prc*ed into action (m
Gm) until I think the time is ripe for tbat
action. The time may come whcn we may decide
ro send our Amy thcre''---+be Editot.

THE'SOCIALIST' INTERNATIONAL

Ihe "$cialist" lnternationa[ latest Contortions
By H. Fagan

The Seventh World Congress of
the Socialist International, held in
Rome in October, 1916r, was an utter

ion met; the new document was to
set the world alight. In the event, it
did not even ernit a spark, let alone a

failure.

flame.

Although the leading personalities
of the Social-Democratic parties in
western Europe were rrnitcd in their
anci - Communism, and supported
NATO to a man, the Congress was
so divided that it failed to agree and
endorse the new Declaration of

FIASCO INSTEAD OF FLAME

This failure was not the only fitwo deep and irreconcilable divisions running through
the Congress; it was these which
caused it to collapse amid a welter
of anti-Soviet squeaks.
The first split was between the
Afro-Asian delegates and observers,
and those from West Europe. The
asco. There were

Aims.

This was to be the highpoint of the

by a committee
which contained such "socialist"
thinkers as Hugh Gaitskell of the
Congress. Drafted

West European delegates were first
and foremost representatives of their
"own" capitalist rulers whose aims

British Labour Party and Guy Mollet of the Frcnch Socialist Party, the
declaration was to be a counterilast
to the 196o Moscow Declaration of
the 8r Communist and Workers'
Parties. This declaration was to lay

down the future policy for

and policies they voiced. Moreover,
they dominated both Congress and
the Socialist International and succeeded in rousing the mistrust and
suspicion of most of the Afro-Asian

the

emergent Afro-Asian nations, to ex-

representatives.

plain why revisionism had become
the new "Socialist" gospel, and to

"FIow can we listen to a man like
Mollet talking and shouting about
'democracy' and 'freedom for small

give the final quietus to Marxism.

But after thirty-six amendments
had been submitted, it had to be
withdrawn for "editing" by a group
in which this time Mr. Gaitskell was
not included. This document was
supposed to be issued at the time
when the XXII Congress of the

Communist Party of the Soviet Un42

nations and oppressed peoples' when
his Government is shooting, tortur-

ing and murdering the Algerian
peoplel" asked one African delegate
in a private conversation. And added
that Mollet, himself, was as guilty
as DeGaulle.

It

was also noted by these delegates

that although the French had killed
and wounded so many Algerians in
the demonstration in Paris, which

took place while the Congress was
sitting, not a single voice was raised
against it, nor was there any attempt
to pass an emergency resolution of
protest against the killings.
When Dom Mintofi of Malta, and
Kyaw Nyein of Burma addressed
Congress, the gist of their remarks
was to the eflect that it is all very
well attacking the Soviet Union and
calling it names, but what about the
activities of the imperialist Powers
like Britain and Americal
America had armed and flown
ro,ooo uoops from Formosa into
Burma, complained the Burmese delegate, "and when we tried to raise
the matter in the United Nations, wb
were fobbed off with an innocuous
resolution which spoke vaguely of a
'certain Power.'No wonder we mistrust and are suspicious of the'W'estr"
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suDoress arrY movement for freedom
arr'd'liberation if given half a chance?
he asked.
The second split was between the

European delegates themselves. Since

they reflected their "own" capitalists
as in a mirror, they reflected all their
contradictions It was more like a
miniature U.N. than a Socialist Con-

*

gress.

Despite everything which

was

done to hide the split over Berlin and

Germany from the public, Gaitskell
and Brandt met in a head-on clash.

Gry Mollet,

representing De

in favor of delaying negotiations to keep lt[r. Khrushchcv
guessing, while M. Spr"k, of Belgium, was all for finding a means
Gaulle, was

for negotiating.
However, Gaitskell gave way to
Brandt, and the positive points of
the British Labour Party's Blackpool
policy on Berlin were left out in the
final draft of the resolution to please
the West Gerrnans,
he said.
It was the same with the Common
Mr. Mintoff went even farther. He
maintained that the test of sincerity Market. Germany, France and Belof Social-Democratic Parties wasn't gium were for the Market, but
what sort of names they called the Britain, in the shape of Gaitskell,
Communists and the Soviet Union pretended he had some doubts and
but what action they took in the waited to be coaxed.
On the other hand, Sweden and
colonial territories where their own
Finland were against the Common
colonialists held domination.
He did not like this association be- Market-especially Finland.
It would desuoy Finnish agricul'
tween Social Democracy and the
capitalist governments. It was too ture, bring unemployment and sub
stantially lower the standard of
close and friendly.
Didn't they know that these cap- living, cried the Finnish delegate,
italist governments would gladly and he appealed to the delegates "not
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to build a fence round Europe."
The same plea was made by the
]apanese delegate on behalf
non-European nations.

But the plea fell on

of

the

unheeding

ears. Mollet and Spaak tabled an
amendment to the resolution on the
Common Market calling for "a common Parliamentary assembly for all
European States."
This was defeated, according to
one delegate, by the combined votes

of

Britain, Holland, Sweden

and

countries were meant. "Don't be
cowardly," he bawled, banging his
fist on the rostrum, "tell us openly
who the countries are. Name them."
Congress finally named Hungary,
South Africa and Portugal: with
Sue4 Algeria, Congq Laos and the
invasion of Cuba forgotten.
The Socialist International has entered rough waters. It can unite only
on the negative poliry of hate against
Communism.

Orly that provides a

shadowy

All else divides it. Above all,
Passions flared over Britain's draft it will not be able to contain the
resolution on the United Nations. It stormy spirit of the Afro-Asian na-

Finland.

referred to "certain" countries which
had opposed the will of the U.N.
Spaak, feeling the weight of his

country's guilt over the Congq
angrily demanded to know which
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tions

it is uying to bring under its

infuence.

It is on this that

of the Socialist
founder.

the cold-war plans

International will

It would be very naive of the Government of Ghana if it ignored the
unhappy fact that certain colonial
and imperialist powers do intervene,
directly or indirectly, by fomenting
plots and conspiracies in other countries because of their vested financial
interests. This type of intervention is
sometimes undertaken by financial
interests with the connivance of their
own Government. On other occasions, unfortunatelyr it is actually carried out in a planned way by governmental agencies who have become
so powerful that their activities may
be hidden even from the officials who

are supposed

to control them. The

Government of Ghana has evidence
that some such governmental agencies are actually at this moment engaged in planning certain subversive
terrorist acts in regard to Ghana. In
such interference, use is made of dissident elements who are represented
as "great patriots," true democrats"
or simply "antitommunists" when
15

in fact their real purpose is merely
to subvert a Government which they
dislike. These persons attack regimes
based on mass support and popular

will and try to establish in their
place subservient puppet regimes.
The reasons why conspirators re-

ceive a warm welcome in such countries as the Republic of Togo is not
difficult to understand. These countries are essentially the places on thc
African Continent where neo-colonialism has its strongest hold and there

fore where neo-colonial interests are
the most powerful. These interests
stand for the balkanization of thc
African Continent and they ther+

fore support tribalism, which pro
vides a kind of moral justification for
the creation of very small states. Since
the United Party in Ghana has always stood for regionalism on a
tribal basis. there is naturally an ideo-

logical afrnity which can be exploited. On the other hand, for certain interests the existencc of color-

ialism

or

neo - colonialism meaos

great financial reward. The intrigues
of the mining companies interested

in

Katanga havc been made plain

for

a1l the world to see. These interests have, up till now, sucessfully de-

fied even tlre United Nations and
have created a puppet regime which
ensures their profits will be in no
way diminished. The same type of
interest which is responsible for the
Katanga situation operates throughout the whole of the African Continent. Ghana is a particular object of
venom because it has shown in
practice that an African State can exist independent of the political support of forergn capitalist enterprises

ment which would desuoy

the

Ghanaian economy and would prove

that Africans were unable to build
for themselves a sEble society. Provided the Ghanaian economy is allowed to develop along the lines now
being adopted by the Government of
Ghana, it is likely that the develop
ing prosperity of Ghana will, in itself, be a threat to all those regimes
which are based upon the theory that
Africans can only be employed as

unskilled workers
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in the service

of

a minority master race.

Above all, Ghana's recent budgetary policy was a challenge to neocolonialism at its tenderest spot. Tax
legislation in the United Kingdom
and in other countries having large

which have hitherto dominated the
African Continent.
trading interests in Ghana has been
Ghana is, in national income per aimed at the retention in the home
head, the second wealthiest country countries of as much as possible of
on the African C,ontinent. In thc the profit which is gained through
wealthiest country, the South Afri- trade with the less developed councan Republic, the per capita income try. This is done for example, so far
is so unevenly distributed that not as the United Kingdom is concerned,
only the economy but the whole in- by the creation of overseas trading
ternal stability of the state is threat- companies which pay no Unitcd
ened. The fact that this inequality is Kingdom tax. United Kingdom tax
dictated on a color basis adds to the authorities see to it that these comdanger of the collapse of the regime panies purchase from their taxable
in South Africa and of those other counterparts in the United Kingdom
regimes in Africa, such as the Rho- all goods which they wish to export
desian Federation, whose political or- at the same price at least as they
ganization is based upon a copy of would have to pay if they w€re purthe South African system. For this chasing from a competitor. There is
reason, commercial and financial in- no control, however, of the price at
terests which have large stakes in which these companies sell to their
African exploitation are only too anx- subsidiary companies in Ghana. Thc
ious to support any subversive move- operation of this scheme therefore

makes it possiblc to run the Ghanaian subsidiaries on a very small margin of profit and to channel all the

real profits into tax free overseas
trading companies. In the course of
his address to the National Assembly
at the State Opening of Parliament
on the 4th lrly, 196r, the President
thus rderred to this situation, which
was having the most adverse effect
upon the Ghanaian economy

I

-

am sorry to have to tell you that
there are many important companies in
Ghana operating on a large scale and

aroused the bitterest res€ntment, not

so much becau,se of the change in
Ghanaian tax methods, but becausc
of the fact that if this system of taxation proved successful in Ghana it
would almost certainly be adopted by

other African countries and thus
bring to an end a rrxlst profitable
form of business.
The Budget therefore was a particular object of hostility to powerful foreign interests and some of
these

willingly lent their

assistance

in Ghana who

showing every outwand sign of prosperity which have not paid any income tax whatsoever for the last five

to

to six years. There are some other large
firms whose income tax payments for
the last four or five years amounted to

The eflect of thesc pressures may
be seen from the strange attitude of
certain organs of the United King-

a fraction of the tax which they regularly paid during the colonial period.

Accordingly, the Government de-

vised

a new system of

taxation

whereby all foreign 6rms would be
rrssessed

a

presumptive chargeable

income of.7/s per cent of their turnr>ver. As the President explained, it
would be open to these firrns to ap-

peal against these assessments but
they would have to satisfy the
Ghanaian tax authorities that the
profits shown on their Ghanaian opcrations were in fair relationship to
the consolidated profits of their
world turnover.
The introduction of such a system
of taxation in Ghana was a threat to
rhe whole system by which the African Continent has up till now been

those elements

sought

to overthrow the Govern-

ment by force . . .

dom which normally pride

them-

selves on taking a responsible and bal-

anced attitude towards wnrld afiairs.

The Government of Ghana has
always ignored press attacks from
certain organs o fthe United King

dom press which havc consistendy
pursued a colonial policy and which
have therefore consistendy published
derogatory material about any cou.ntry which has achieved its politicd
independence.

It was however impossible for the
Government of Ghana to ignore this
campaign when it was ioined by a

iournal like the London Times, one
of the most infuential newspapers in
the western world.
The evidence quite clearly shows
that the campaign recently con-
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is not
the result of faulty knowledge of
rcal conditions in Ghana, but is inspired by a deliberate editorial policy. In this it can be compared to the
similar campaign conducted by the
London Tittes in 1938 against
Czechoslovakia, which had as its
object the dismemberment of that
ducted by the London Titnes

country

in the interest of

Hitlerite

Germany.

The campaign in the

London
Times was begun prior to the introduction of the Budget with the ar-

rival in Ghana of the Times'Africa
correspondent, Mr. )ohn White.
When this correspondent was
actually in Ghana, the London
Times printed a number of his dispatches which not only contained
derogatory misinformation, but also

rnatter which the

correspondent

could have discovered to have been
completely false had he made any
effort to check his sources of information. After he left Ghana, the
London Times published with great
prominence two articles written by
him and expressly designed totally
to misinterpret the financial and economic position of the country. On
the basis of these articles the London
Times indulged in hostile Editorial
comment. At the time when Mr.
White visited Ghana the Economic

for ry6o had not been published but the information it contained, showing the true financiai
position of the country, was available to him had he cared to make

Suruey

use

of it.

concocted

Instead of so doing, he
a completely false picture

of Ghana's economic position which
he had the efirontry to attribute to

"off,cials with access to the basic
documents." His articles contained
a series of completely false figures
from which he proved that Ghana

would have no feoreign reserves
whatsoever left by the end of JulY,
196r. To this he added pompouslY,

"The coming bankruptcy may be the
saving of Ghana. Like a wild young
man with a small inheritance, it has
wasted its capital on riotous living,
now it will have to face the economic
facts of life."
This allegation was more offensive in that the main loss which the
Government of Ghana has suffered
through "extravagance" arose out of
the way its reserves had been invested in colonial times by thc
United Kingdom Government. In
the interests of preserving good rclations with the United Kingdom,
the Government of Ghana had uP to
this point refrained from publicizing
the fact that no less than {Gr5 million of Ghana's reserves had been
squandered by the United Kingdom
in this way. In any event, at this stagc
the Government of Ghana was not
prepared to believe that the London
Times was engaging in a deliberate
campaign of misrepresentation of
Ghanaian afiairs and the Government took the view that the Timel
Africa correspondent might have
been deceived through inexperience

and tluough information supplied
to him by persons in Ghana who
were hostile to the Government.
It was clcar from the passage of
his articles previously quoted in this
White Paper that he had been informed from Opposition sources of
the plan to persuade the Army to
intervene to restore "sanc Government" and it is always possible he
had rclied on the same sources for
his information about Ghana's finan-

cial position. For that reason the
President took the unusual course,
in his speech at the State Opening of
Parliament, of refuting line by line
the allegations of the London Tines.
Osagyefor said in his address to the
National Assembly of 4th |uly, 196r.

A

respectable English newspaper

which has prided itself on the accuracy
of its factual reporting in the past has
rccently asserted that we have been
spcnding money far beyond our real

resources, that we have squandered
our accumulated savings 'in riotous
living'and that we are now faced with

bankruptcy . . .
Contrary to this newspaper's assertion that we have spent {Gz5o million
since we became independent-incidentally we never had {G z5o million,
or anything like it-the facts are that

in the four

years since our independence we have spent altogether {G55
million out of foreign assets, exclusively for capital purposes, and this
sum includcs not only our investment

outlay and the repayment

of {Gl

million of the loans contracted, but also
thc amount wc spent on the purchase
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of British-owned gold mines
whose
shareholdcrs we compen$ated- fully in
cash, and on tcrrns which thc Chairoan of one of the companics describcd
as generous
as well as thc aid we
- our
have given to
brothers in Guinea
and Mali. Aftcr these paymcnts, and
taking into account the dcpreciation of
the current market value of our sterling
sccurities,

our total sterling

assets still

amount to {roo million. This is nearly
two-and-e-half timcs our currency circulation and more than thc equivalcat
oI o9r total import bill for consump
tion for a whole year. How many othcr
countries, devcloped or undevclopcd,
rich or poor, have larger rescrves in rc-

lation to their moncy supply or their
importsl If it had not becn for the
depreciation in the market value of
our sterling securities
which rcsulted from the methods- of monetary
control operated by thc United Kingdom Government, and the iniudicious
manner in which some of our sterling
reserve have been investcd for us iu
the past--<ur reserves today would bc
at least {Gr5 million greater. I trust
that in considering her contributions
to Ghana's economic development in
the future, the United Kingdom Government will not be oblivious to this
fact.

Had the criticism of the London
Times been genuine it might have
been natural for them to have argued
in defense of the point of view which
they had expressed throughout these
two long feature articles. What is to
t}re Government of Ghana, proof of
their insincerity is that this newspaper, which prides itsclf on its fair-
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minded and impartial approach"
printed rrrt ore single word of the
President's specific refutation of their
allegations. Thocc in control of the
editorial policy of the London Timcs

are certainly aware of the infuence
which they have on western opinion
and they can have been under no

illusion as to what would be the
eflect of their suppressing the President's answer to their allegations, a
course incidentally followed by all
other United Kingdom newspaPers.
Thanks to the campaign inaugurated by thc London Titnes, and
pursued by othS United_Kingdom
newspaplers, an image of Ghana as a
bankrupt country was graduallY
built up and was accepted even bY
informid journals of op'inion which
are generally sympathetic

to emer-

gent countriec. For examPle, the
United Kingdom Neut Statesmdn
wrotc recendy (z7th October, 196r):
Ghana like cvery other State on the

Coast, has bcco living beyond

its io-

come. Huge public works Programsl
widespreal corrupti,on, rnisconceived
'developmcnt schemes' have led to a
massive accurnulation
cxternal debt.

of internal and

As can be noted from the figures
previously quoted, these allegations
if 'a massiie accumulation of internal and exrcrnal debt" are absolutely and completely false. Ghana
has no short term external o'bligations and aPart ftom the normal
methods of financing Government

services by the issue of Treasury bills,
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no internal debt of any significancc.
The fact that the Ncu Statesman
should accept as true the exact opposite of the truth is, however, a tribute to the success of the policy led by
the London Times of deliberate misrepresentation of Ghana's financial
position.

The occasion of the visit of Queen
Elizabeth provided an excellent op
portunity for those who wished to

ittack Ghana to

misrepresent the

position. Large numbers

of

ing and television companies. In a and had been forced ro take shelter
telegram to their principals in New in Burma Military Camp in Accra...
York some days before the start of
Needless to say, these stories wcre

the visit, the C,ompany's representatives in Accra explained as follows
how they proposed to treat Queen
Elizabeth's arrival
Scction

THE ATTACK ON GHANA

news.

paper correspondents came to Accra
ind following upoo the lead set by
the London Times published a whole
series of untruths, which they not
only knew to be false but which on
occasion they had themselves invented.

These untruths were devoted to

five main themes. First, that

the

country was on the verge of revolu-

tion; Secondly, that it was about to
go bankrupt; Thirdly, that it was
corrupt; Fourthly, that it was a
dictatorship and Fifthly, that Ghana
had abandoned her poliry of nonalignment and that the President and
Government had made secret commitments with the Eastern bloc incompatible with a true policy of neu-

trality.

The type of material sent out can
be illustrated from the advance notice sent of a television account of
Queen Elizabeth's visit by one of
the leading United States broadcast-
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Quecn arrives bringing
Nkrumah out in the open for first time
sincc rcturn from Iron Curtain. Queen
succeods momentarily obscuring the

fact Nkrumah in trouble financially

and politically with unpopular austerity
budget and repressive measures against
Opposition.

It was of course untrue that this
was the first occasion on whicir the
President had appeared in public
since his return. In facg he had carried out all his engagements as arranged. As already explained, Ghana
is in a strong financial position and
this muld have easily been discovered
by the Television Company concerned by reference to published
statistics. The tone of the whole passage shows clearly that the oblect of
the Company was not to give an
ac@unt of Queen Elizabeth's visit
but to use it as a peg on which to
hang a political attack on the Goverrunent of Ghana. The United
Kingdom press and broadcasting correspondents went even further in

their

misrepresentations.

No

less

than six of them, including the correspondcnt

of thc London

Times,

of Queen Elizabeth's
visit, messages alleging that the
President had left his own residence

sent on the eve

not only completely untrue but could
have been discovered to be untrue
by the persons sending them had
they made even the most elemen-

tary enquiries. Quite clearly thc

in the
minds of the British public the beIief that it was unsafe for Queen
Elizabeth to visit Ghana and that
therefore the visit should be cancelled. Undoubtedly there are many
outside interests which wished to
have the visit cancelled in order to
use this for a frrrther attack against
the Government of Ghana. It is hard
for the Government of Ghana to accept that the conduct of foreign
iournalists who sent to their newspapers false information was due
merely to irresponsibility and a desire for sensationalism. Their action
shows all the marks of an organized
stories were designed to create

campaign
tation.

of deliberate

misrepresen-

CORRUPTION
So far as the allegation of corrup.
tion is concerned, corruption is a disease which aflects all nations, even
the most developed. It is therdore
naturally one against which every
regime must be on its guard. In
emerging States, however, its origins
are not primarily in the country
where it takes place but come from
outside business interests which wish
to secure privileges and advantages
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over the competitors. Thus the very

Paper sumrnarizrd the mattcr

C,onversely, any attempt to correct the

are invariably justified as necessary in
ordcr to remove "corrupt politicians."
It is no coincidence, therefore, that the

nature of private enterprise in an
emerging country is a factor which
encourages and builds up corruption.
evils caused by previous corruption
must appear to threaten those interests which have obtained advantages
within the country, through bribery
in the past. For example, it is well
known in Ghana that during colonid times many valuable mineral

and timber concessions were ob.
tained through the gift of presents to

illiterate Chiefs who

concluded
agreements very disadvantageous' to

the people whom they were

sup-

posed to represent. Any action however to rectify this state of afiairs can
easily be represented as an attempt at
confiscation and nationalization with-

out c.ompensation.
The Government of Ghana has engaged in a continual campaign
against corruption, as the President's
"Dawn Broadcast" bears witness.

However, the attempts to supPress
corruption were, in the main, not
regarded by the foreign press as
n&s. Instead they reported the allegations of corruption which are the
stock in trade of those who have
been conspiring against the Government.

In the Government's White Paper
on the Awhaitey conspiracy, it was
pointed out why it is that those who
wish to overthrow the Government
naturally come to rely on such allegations. The Government White

-

Military coup d'ctatin other countries

seme persons who were engaged

conspiracy exposed

in the

at the Granville

Sharp Enquiry should

be

foremost
amongst those who were denouncing
the Government as corrupt, and as not
wishing to act in accordance with law
and dcmocratic practice. One object of

making such charges of corruption was,
of course, to obtain the sympathy of persons of the type of Benjamin Awhaitey.
In his evidence before the Commission
Awhaitey frequently pointed out that
he was acting in everything in accordance with what he believod to be the

dictates of Christianity. Charges of
corruption provide for such persons

a most convenient moral alibi and allow
Army olficers seeking personal power to
delude themselves into a belief that
they arc acting in the best interests of

religion by joining in a conspiracy to
murder a Prime Minister democratically chosen by the people of their own

country.

In the present

conspiracy the

same tactics have been employed and

those employing them in Ghana
have found a ready and willing
source of support in a section of the
United Kingdom press which is
eager to publish anv allegation without making enquiry into its genuineness

or

otherwise.

ALLEGATIONS OF
..DICTATORIAL
GOVERNMENT''

In the same way

as charges of

bankruptcn extravagance and corruption are made without any analysis of thc facts, the Government is
accused of being dictatorial.
The Government of Ghana is
dedicated to the principle of "one
man one vote" and the establishment

of

popularly chosen Governments,
not only in Ghana, but throughout
the African Continent. Such a policy
does not, in the view of the Government of Ghana, exclude the neces.
siw of the peoples who are oppressed
having, on occasion, to overthrow a
tyrannical Government by force.
Throughout history there has been
much discussion of when revolution
is justified. In this matter the Government of Ghana accepts the classic definition as set out in the Declaration of Independence of the United
States of America. . . .
The Government of Ghana completely accepts this position. It. believes that every eflort should be
made to achieve a change by peaceful means and that a resort to force
is only iustified when all other means

to end oppression have been tried
and have failed. When, however, it
is clear that a colonial regime or a
dictatorship based on domination
by a minority can only be terminated
throuqh armed conflict, then the use
of armed force is iustifiable. However, under no circumstances whatsoever can a revo ution not based on
popular will and mass supPort be
fustified. On the contrary, it is the
duty of a popularly elected Govern-
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ment to see to it that it is not overturned by force.
The Preventive Detention Act in
Ghana, which is the principal obicct

of

outside criticism, must be rein this light. It was enacted
by the Parliament of Ghana after

garded

Independence, in t}e light of the
circumstances existing at the time
in Ghana, and by persons who had
been freely chosen to make laws ap

propriate to those circumstances. Indeed, however undesirable such a
law may be as part of the permanent

of Government, it has always
in all countries
of the world at any time when the
structure o{ the State is exposed to a
particular strain. In practice, among
the more developed countries, suctr
strains only arise in times of war.
Therefore the theory is put forward
that, while Preventive Detention is
permissible in war time, it is contrary to the principles of democracy
for it to be imposed on any othcr
occasion. Actually, however, the
strains experienced by an emergent
country immediately after independsystem

been found necessary

ence are certainly as great as, if not
greater than, the strains experienced
by a developed country in war time.

GHANA'S POLICY OF NONALIGNMENT
Much of the attack which has apin the foreign press is based

peared

on a

misconception and,

in some

of a deliberate misrepresentation, of Ghana's non-alignment.
cases,
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One of the subconscious aspects of
colonialism is that former colonial
powers expect their former colonial

between thoce who wish to force
Ghana into an aligned position and
those who wish to change the Gov-

pendence

ation.

territories to continue after indeon exactly the same lincs
as they did in colonial days. Ghana
has never been accused in the western press of being aligned because
the Govenment continues to employ
United Kingdom officers in the
Armed Forces. Once, however, a
propoaal was made to dispense with
some of these officers it is immediately allegcd that this is a sign that
Ghana is aligning with the eastern
bloc. Similarly trade and financial
ageements with western powers are
regarded as natural. Similar agreements with eastern states are looked

on as a proof of alignment. Any
number o[ technical experts may be
sent to give assistance from a western counuy but the presence of even

a handful of experts from the east
is regarded as positive proof of the
abandonment of the policy of nonalignmenL

It is exactly because those who
have plotted the present conspiracy
have so little support at home that
they look for support abroad. The
whole argument running through
The Hour Has Snuc\ and

the

United Party pamphlets issued from
Lome is that Ghana should return
to the policy of alignment with the
western powers, which was naturally
followed when the country was a
dcpendency of the United Kingdom.
There is thus an identity of interest

ernment by violence and

assassin-

CONCLUSION

The facts set out

IN GHANA
touch with the

DEIr'ELOPMENTS

in this Whitc

Paper may be thus summarized:

r. The conspiracy consisted of -an
attempt to create a state of chaos
and confusion by terrorist outrage$,
illegal strikes in essential services,
sabotage and intimidation, with the
o$ect of providing an excuse for a
coup d etat by the Army.
z. The conspirators

came

in

the

first place from the leadership of the
United Party, but they were joined
by certain members of the Convention People's Party who felt that
their personal positions were threatened by the Government's campaign against corruption.
3. The leadership of the United
Party had never believed that it was
possible for them to come to power
by democratic means and they had
therefore consistently, since 1954, attemp ed to secure their aims by vio.

lence and ccnspiracy. They were
deeply involved in the abortive rising

in the Volta Region, in the Awhaitey plot, in other similar conspiracies and in individual acts of political murder, violence and terrorism.

Not only is there direct evidence of
this from the uials of the in&viduals concerned and from the various
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strike

iudicial enquiries which
hel4 but there is also strong indirect throught the stoppage . . .
The stoppage was maintained by
evidence in that the United Party
leadership has never repudiated or intimidation. Efiorts were made to
condemned in any way their associ- incite wholesale sabotage and a numates and colleagues whose part in ber af acts of sabotage, including the
these plots has been conclusively es- derailment of a passenger train, were
actually carried out.
tablished by judicial investigation.
6. In October of this year Dr. K.
year
part
of
this
In
the
earlier
4.
olans were -ade for terrorist out- A. Busia set up an orgarir.ation in
illegal strikes in essential Lome, with the knonledgc and ap
iag.,
"rrdtimed to take place during proval of IvIr. Sylvanus Olympiq
services,
the President's absence on his East' President of the Republic of Togo,
ern tour. Dr. K. A. Busia arranged called the "Ghana Patriots." The
to set up a headquarters in Lome, in purpose of the organization was the
the Republic of Togq from which carrying out of terroriet activities in
terrorism could be directed. Contact Ghana . ..
was made with P. K. K. Quaidoo,
7. The plans of the conspirat<ns
a former Minister, who had been were to secure Army intervention by
removed from ofEce, and W. A. finding a senior Army officer of the
Wiafe, a former Deputy Minister, Awhaitey type who would fall in
whose resignation was required on with their plans and then getting
account of his financial interests. In him to lead an Army move "to reparticular the conspirators estab store order" and to install a coalition
lished close relations with Viaor government drawn from the United
Yaw de Grant Brempong, Personal Party leadership and from individuAssistant to K. A. Gbedemah, who als in the Convention People's Party
was assigned the duty of making opposed to the drive against corruption. They were en@uraged in this
contact with the ArmY.
5. Though the strikes had been plan by the widely held belief that
planned prior to its introduction, the the United Kingdom officers then in
Budget was used as a Pretext Il- command of the Armed Forces
legal strikes were provoked in Sekon' would remain "neutral" in the event
di-Takoradi during September and of any internal disorders. The sup'
unsuccessful efforts were made to port of the Republic of Togo was to
orovoke them elsewhere. The strike be obtained by the prornise of ceding
i."d.r, were bribed from funds Pro' to Togo the Volta Region of Ghana
8. The conspirators had also the
vided through Dr. |. B. Danquah
and others of the United PartY sympathy, and in some cases thc
leadership, which was closelY in actual financial supporg of certain
have been

leadership
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crpatriate interests. These intercsts,
which had succeeded in thc pcriod
since Indepcndence of paying less
taxation than they paid prior to Independence, were alarmed at the
new Budget provisions which compellcd them to pay their proper share
of taxation. If this system of taxation
proved successful in Ghana, it was
Iikely to bc adopted elsewhere in
Africa and the whole edifice of taxfree trading in the African Continent would be undermined.
9. The conspirators also relied on
other outside forces which strongly
opposed Ghana's policy of non-alignment and her campaign against
imperialism, colonialism, neocolo-

nialism and minority rule
racial basis.

ro. Evidence
these pressures

or

a

of the strength of
is provided by

the
the
Westcrn press which has campaigned

action

of a

large section

against Ghana

of

by inventing false

news in order to disparage the country, and which has suppressed the

Government's replies

tions.

In

to its

allega-

particular, this campaign

has been directed

to

attacking

Ghana's financial policy and misrepresenting her economic position
with the obiect of creating an atmosphere favourable to the installation
of a Government which would be
politically aligned and which would

follow an economic policy favourable
to neo-colonialism. The nature of
this campaign is perhaps best illusuated by the statement in |une, 196r

by the Africa correspondcnt of the
London Times "therc arc people in
Accra who weep for Ghanq and
they are putting their hope in l\dr.
Gbedmah and the Army-a growing
power in the land." In view of thc
conspiratorial association betwcen
the United Party leadership and de
Grant Brempong, Personal Assistant
to K. A. Gbedemah, this commenq
made before any details of the plot
had been discovered is highly significant.

In the light of what has been rcvealed through the discovery of the
present plot, the Government will
follow its declared policy of the
maintenance of the utmost vigilance

to check and prevent any future attempt at any similar conspiracy. In
order to check malicious rumors and
misrepresentations, it will keep the
people fully informed. It will takc
vigorous steps to eliminate from the
Government all self-seekers and op
portunists. Above all, it will not allow itself to be divcrted from ite
opposition to imperialism and its
policy of non-alignment, or its carnpaign for African unity and thc
ending of colonialism and neo-colonialism throughout the African Continent. At home, the Government
will follow a progressive policy
aimed at fulfilling the declaration
contained in the Constitution "rld
euery citizen of Ghana should rccciue his fair share of the produce
yielded by thle deueloptnent ol the
country."

Book Ret'iews
AMERICAN LABOR: WHICH \MAY?
By Jack Stachel
acknowledge that not only had stagin but that there was an
actual loss of membership since thc

There is great concern and disap
pointment amang many active peacc
fighters, fighters for civil rights and

nation set

civil liberties and among progressiveminded pmple generally, that the
uade-union movement is not PlaYing the rolc that it could and should
in the life of our country. At the
same time such actions as that of
the censure of A. Philip RandolPh
and the attempt to whitewash those
unions and leaders guilty of discrimination practices within the labor
movement, and AFL-CIO President
Meany's suPport for the most exueme cold warriors, are giving weapons to labor's enemies in their uninterrupted efiorts to isolate the
working class from its allies.
That all is not well with the tradeunion movement is no longer the
view of just the Left and progressive
forces. The recent meeting of the Industrial Union Department of the
AFL-CIO, headed by Walter Reuther, gave public expression to this
view iot only in speeches but also
in ouite a number of resolutions
dealing with such issues as grgani;
z.atior{ ot the unorganized, civil
rights and iurisdictional disputes.
Even the report of George MeanY
to the recent AFL-CIO convention
in Miami Beach was comPelled to
57

merger of more than half a decadc
ago. The total membership of thc
AFL-CIO is today around n.5 nillion as against 15 million in 1955.

With the teamsters and other expelled unions added to the unions
that had been independent there are
some four million organized workers
outside of the AFL-CIO.
Also a number of important labor
leaders have stated that the pioneering and militant spirit, the rank
and file initiative, the mass participation in the afiairs of the unions
that existed in the r93o's are today
absent.

if

All of this is bad enough, but

viewed one-sidedly and superficially can lead, and in many cases
actually has already led, to wrong
conclusions. This is true not so much
within the labor movement itself,
but especially among progressive and
democratic-minded people who are
potentially and must become in fact
the allies of the labor movement, in
pursuance of common obiectives of
peace, democrary, social welfare, in
common struggle against a common
enemv, the giant monopolies.

Among these wrong and danger-
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ous couclucions are these: That the
working clafs is no longer the leadiog and mo6t progressive class; that
the working dass is rapidly declining and that we are becoming a nation of middle classesl that the workers are all corrupted and not *illiog
to 6ght; thet the trade unions are not
a progressive force in the life of the
couotry. Quite often there is a failure to differentiate between the role
of such leaders as George Meany

and the trade.union movement as
such. And teking into account t}le
fact that oob ,S per cent of the
country's labor force is in the unions

it is now
of a century since
the height of the CIO organizing
and the additiond fact that

about a quefter

drives, it should not be surprising
that such erroneous views are widespread among the working class itself. In fact one finds not infrequently a redection of such views
even in Left and Marxist circles.
It is in this light that we can say
that the recendy published book*

American Labor, Which Way? by

the labor editor

of the lVorfter,

George Morris, 6lls an urgent need.

It

makes an indispensable contribu-

tion to the labor and people's movement and if brought to the attention
of the thousands and tens of thousands who should read this book and
in the first place to active trade unionists, can beome a vital force in help
ing to bring about the necessary
r

Published by Nw Cmrury Publishers, N. Y.,
160 pp., 02.50 (doth); 81.7J (paper).

AMERICAN LABOR: WHICH WAYI

changes that will bring the tradeunion movement to a new level of
struggle and leadership in behalf of
the working class and its allies, in

the interest

of our country as a

whole.

There is no book like

it

available

anywhere. George Morris, labor edi-

tor of rhe Worfter since 1935, was
before that associated with the
Wcstern Worfter, predecessor of
the 'Pcoph's World itr California, where he participated in
the struggles of the unemployed, the
agricultural workers, and in the 1934
maritime strike that culminated in
the famous San Francisco Gencrd
Strike. George Morris, a worker in
the garment industry and a member
of the ILGWI before he became a

journalist, has throughout his life
been an active participint in the class
struggle. As a Marxist and student of
labor history, as well as an active
participant, he has produced a book
for which no one else was as fully
equipped.

Morris managed to cram into this
a wealth of essential
material, history, facts, experiences,
expert observation, scientific conclucompact book

sions, lessons
fpectives.

for

understanding the labor movement and its role and how to advance the cause it represents. As a
Marxist, Morris emphasizes the immediate issues and struggles and at
the same time the larger perspective
and the ultimate goal of the struggle.

Divided into 15 chapters and an
important introduction as a framework, the book provides a most useful reference for constant use. We
wish to list the chapter tides in order
to indicate the scope of the book:
r. Unions a Force for Social
Progress

z. Progressive Initiative in

both the veteran of labor experience
and to the younger generation, to
members of the trade unions and to

the unorganized, to leaders and to
the rank and file, to both the workers and the non-worker allies of labor. It is an indispensible manual

Labor

History

Association of Manufacturers and at

the AFLCIO convention. In these
speeches the President spoke about
the Administration's proposed foreign-trade policy and the "necessity"
for workers to withhold demands
for shorter hours and higher wages
in order to enable U.S. capitalism to
meet growing competition:
Until not many years ago, labor unions
were able to live and progress without
paying much attention to develop.ments
Leyond our borders and their efiect on
peace. But today it is impossible to
ieriously examine the sute of the labor
movement in any country, without in
the first place, taking account of the
extraordinary and rapid changes taking
place in the world we live in. Many peo-

3. The Changing Workforce
ples, after centuries of oppression and
+. Cota Wai in the "House of $ruggle for freedorn, are emerging as
Labor"
iodependent nations. . . .
Cold War Perspectives
s.
When the AFLCIO leaders tied la-6.

7.

Monopoly's Anti-Union Arsenal
M:aior Goals and the Economic

Front

8. Next Steps in Political Action
q. Labor and Civil Rights
,o. Aft-CtO and Foreign PolicY

rr.

Labor and Peace

rz. Unity for Struggle

and Advance

13. For an All-Inilusive Merger of

of struggles, and per-

It will be of great value to

-
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Labor
14.

A New

Base

for

Progressives

15. Emerging Program and New
Perspectives

The oiening and closing words of
the book-'s intioduction touch on the
very questions dramatized by Presi-

dent iftnnedv's speeches before the
recent convention of the National

bor's future to the star of "free world"
leadership, they took the workers on a
path thaf inevitably led downward, iust
is happened in the empires now -in
crisis. There is no future of progress for
the labor movement, if more and more
of the country's resources go abroad for
militarization of a global empire, to
arm reactionary allies and to protect
American investments frorn scizure and
nationalization by peoples rising for
freedom. Fortunately, the costly cxperience since the cold war began has led
some labor leaders to re-examine the

policy and lean to a change, As will

in these chapters, somc important labor leadcrs have changcd tfocir
position closer to pcace and they arc
iharply critical of tlrc 'o6cial' Meeoy

be r.e.,
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policy. Morcover,

a growing

number

in labor are recognizing, as our analysis shows, that the labor movement lost

much of its fighting and crusading
spirit when its leaders tied thc unioni
to the "American Century" chariot.

Our cenral objective. is to

encourage

tne growrng rnterest ln a new perspective, a perspcctivc for pcace and new

major

advanccs.

few lines give us a glimpse
-These
of the basic approch of George Morris to the problcms besetting the

trade unions. They show thaf it is
precisely the Marxists, the so called
"visionaries" and "idealists," who are

in fact dso thc most hard-headed
and practicd realists in defending
and advancing the immediate inter-ests of the workers. They show that
Morris does not confuse the trade
unions with Meany, recognizes and
places high value on every symptom

of diflerentiation within the leadership, and that his perspective is one

AMERICAN LABOR: WHICH WAYI

rich conclusions bascd on fact and
in each of the chapters. But
that would carry this rCview far

analysis

beyond the alloted space.

We limit ourselves to a few quo-

tations from a few chapters and to

very brief cornment:
From "{Jnions-a Force For Social
Progress," after detailing the uadeunions' direct impact on the conditions of workers:
Unio'ns have also been a maior pres-

sure historically

for

generai

s-ocial

progress. Free public schools has been

one of the earliest maior demands of
the labor movement . .'. the unions in
gene-ral have been supporting the strug-

gle for-civil rights and
although

in

desegregation,
the earlier stages some of

the unions were and some itill are, retarded by racist influences. Unions contributed to the struggle for thc
franchise . . . have forced considerabh

limitation on child labor
talizatioa, some

of high optimism based on the faith

. . . supple-

life insurance, hocpilimited medical care. .

m.gntal pensions,

Th_ese struggles and gains have
in our working class and its basic .benefitted

organizations
- the trade unions.
These brief lines also show that it

was the policy of tying the trade
union to the cold war which in the
first place explains its defeats and
setbacks, its loss of much of its
fighting and crusading spirit. And
obviously a reversal of policy can
restore the fighting capacity and
high morale and even raise it to new
heights.

One is tempted to share with the
reader at least some part of the many

all the people tirectly or

indirectly. Living standards geneidly
rose as the struggles of laboiresulted
in gains by the workers. In this connection those who would see only
the negative aspects and the we#nesses of the trade unions in the last
decade or so should ponder this:

The high level of strike struggles in
yeall
69 million days
- with
of strike idleness
in r95), the highest
since 1946
indicator of
- isofanother
the militancy
labor. It has been
re-cenr.

strong enough since World War

to

prevent

wages

a

II ol thc l*ft fot a policy ol ancomprcmising anti-foscism and lor ifltona-

downward trend in

in four recessions -

something the unions had not been able to
od in previous years.

A

major factor which helps to

explain this phenomena is undoubtedly, as the chapter on "Labor and
Peacer" confrrms, the very existence

and progress of the world Socialist
system and especially the great advances in the Soviet Union. It spurs
the workers to struggle and is a
factor in compelling concessions
form the employers.
One of the most important lessons
for the labor movement and all other
people's organizations is brought
home in the chapter "Progressive
Initiative in Labor Flistory:"
When the CIO was launched, and
throueh its first decade, the Communists fnd others on the Left associated
with them, were the most active forces,
cspecially

in

organization

6r

of new in-

dustries and areas. Moreoaer, the Mort'
isiled progressiues brought into the
CIO a qualitatiue influencc that broad'

cneil iti earlier limited program to in'
cl*de more aigorous political ortion;
equal rights for Negro oorfter.s; the
rializatiin ol longer range legislatiue

obiectiues lifte ilnemPloytlrent !nsu1'
ance, social security, lor uhich the
LEFT pioneered; for organization ol
the Souih. They brought into the CIO

that spirit of militancy and dedication
that'iadicals' haoe historically brought
into labor ran\s. And most important,
for that period when the fascist thteat
'hung
ouer the uorld, was the influencc

tionalism.

That this role of the Communists
and the Left was recognized gcnerally

is shown by the following quotation
Morris offers from Saul Alinsky's
biography of fohn L. Lewis:
"Then, as is now commonly known,
the Communists worked indefatigably, with no job too menial or unimportant. Th.y literally pourcd
themselves completely into their assignments. The Communist Party
gave its complete support to the CIO.

The fact is that the

Communist

Party made a maior contribution to
the organization of the unorganized
for the CIO."

Obviously the expulsion pohcy

later initiated in the CIO as part of
the cold war was very costly to the

trade unions with such anti-labor
the cold war, anti-Crmmunism on
the part of the top leadership of the
trade unions, helped shackle the
trade unions, with such anti-labor
legislation as the Taft-Hartley, and
Landrum-Grifrn laws. As Morris
further points out:

This hysteria, coinciding with

the

late Senator McCarthy's fascist like red-

baiting spree, threw fear and a paralysis into the unions generally. Persons

Communists, with perhaps
some mild progressive tendencies, werc
also frightened or driven out of activity.
Initiative for even modest union ob-

far from

iectives was stifled in many places.
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Thc hseons ,nd sonre of the dangers now that the labor rnovement
confronb new challenges, new tasks
and new perspectives "for peace and
new rnaior obiectives" are clear indeed.

a

We choosc to close this review with

quotation from the last chapter
"Emerging Program and New Perspectives," dealing with the role of

teh Negrola,bor alliance in the period ahead:
A Negro-Labor alliance is a force not
only for justicc for the Negro pcoplc.
An cfrective Negro-I"abor alliaie
would also bc a powerful thrust forward for the working class as a whole.
It would activate for labor's program
the large mass of unskilled and lowerpaid workers among whom the Negroes ile a naior factor. The Ncgro

workcrs, doubly exploitod

as

wige

earncrs and colored people, are less in-

fected with ihrrions

in capitalism,

less

infuenced by class-collaboration views

*d 4"y are among the most responsivc

1o calls _for struggle. A working, massbased alliance betwcen thc Negro pcoplc and the trade unions can be a miior
political force in the South through a

mass enrollment

A

IN NEW YORK

By Sidney Finkelstein

of Negro peopll as

votcrs and fu.ll protectio-n of tlieir-rights

to cast a ballot, and for untontzauon

of

the, millions, predominandy unorganized, in the Southern state& A full
apprcciation of the historic significance
of the struggle for full equality for thc
Negro people, and of the dynamics of
tlrat struggle today, is one of the prin-

cipal eleanents of a labor
that looks forwand.

perspective

The foregoing pages have only
of the highlights
in Morris' absolutely indispensable
volume. We hope that they will convince thousands of people to get a
copy for themselves, and to buy additional copies as gifts for trade-union
friends, and for young people, in
summarized some

particular.

PUERTO RICAN

Of the

write. Of these pieccs, perhaps a dotrn
or so have the evanesccnt character atuibutable to their iournalistic, time'

frfty-five short essays and

sketches brought together in this book,*

a couplc were printed in Mainstrcam,
some were published in the press
abroad, and a number appeared as
columns in The Wor\en This is worth
mentioning because The Worfter deserves some of the credit for this book;
at least, for having provided lesus
Colon with a forum, or platform from
which to speak. The American press
today is prolific in columnists, many of
them highly paid and syndicated over
the country. Of dmost none can it be
said that what thcy write deserves pcrmanence. Projected in such columns are
"personalitics" who are not persons;

deadline origin. Most of tbern are touch-

ing and a number are beautiful. Onc
comes across a piece r,ead previorsly,

it more on rereading, and rejoiccs in having it available to read
still more times and to give to others.
In one of the sketches dealing with
his boyhood life in Puerto Rico, Colon
writes of how he oncc tracked down a

relishcs

"strong clear voice" that souo&d

through his window evcry morning. It
turned out to be that of tlrc Reader in
a neighboring cigar frctory. This

"f,g24lg;"-"f,,1 16g161'"-was ollectively paid by the workers to read to
them from a chair on a phtform while
they rolled cigars. In drc morning hc
would rcad the newspapcrs, or work-

clowns masquerading as prophets; impersonators of thinkers whose commodity-that which they get paid foris mosdy a style. It is made up of wordbarbs and attempts to sparkle, with no

ing<lass journals. In thc afternoon, he
would read from the dassics of literaturre, or a famous book of history,
political economy and evcn philosophy.
As a result, "Cigarmakers who hardly
knew how to read and write were discussing books like 7-ola's Germinol,

reslrct at all for the truth of what is

It may be that some of
them are attractive and even engaging
persons in their private life. No such
human being emerges from their colbeing discussod.

umns, only a pose and pretense at
knowledgc denied to their fellow human beings, and the confidence that
anything they say goes, since no onc
will remember one week later what
they wrote the previous week.
By contrast, thcse pieces by [esus
Colon disclose the human being that he
is. He does not know any other way to

Balzac's Pere Goiot, or Kropotkin's
Fields, Factories and lVorftsho'ps, during the mild Puerto Rican evenings on
the public square."

I

think that fesus Colon must

it. He left Puerto
Rico as a stowaway on a freighter at
the age of seventeen, about the time of
sense, he never made

'

have

made up his mind, consciously or unconsciously, that this was what he
would be when he grew up. In a literal

Cdon: A Pwto R*an i* Nru York
t{aiostreu Publishets, N. Y., 202 pp. C3
(cloth) I 02 (saps).
Ieus
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thc First Wodd War. In the United
Statcs, his occrrpa.tions ranged from
dousing botdes in cold water and scrap
ing the labels off with his thumbnail so
that they could be resold, to that of a
night porter in thc subways, dishwasher, dock worker, postofice clerk

original many-sided economy of thc
island, transformod it into a "great
sugar factoryr" used the population for
cheap labor, and trained a group of local bureaucrats to act as its agents. They
are the people of whom perhaps Z5o,ooo

now live

in New York City, segre-

L€ctor" is what he has really become,
in a broader sensc. Onc of the beauties

gated, discriminated against, packed
into slums, allotted the most menial
jobs and lowest pay along with the
Negro population, and made the bun

working peoplc alone, nor to thc Puerto
Sicaa pcoplc donc, but to the American people as a whole. And, in the
spirit of "El lrctorr" what he has to

they swindle, those from whose lives
and labor they profit, must feel a vio
lent hatred for them and harbor all
sorts of dreams of revenge. Nothing is

of his readers.
fust as what 'El Lcctor" read had to

further from the truth. The exploiied

and labor orgaoizcr, but ncver that of a

Rcadcr

in a cigar factory. Yet "El

A PUERTO RICAN IN NEW YORK
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ofi, a young white woman, with a sketch were printed in fifty million
valise in one hand, a baby held in the copies and made mandatory reading, it
other arm, and two children of about would have a very salutary efiect on
three and five years of age trailing be- our country. But it is one of the dihind her. She is confronted with a long seases of our society today that it is
fight of stairs. His impulse is to ofler trying to stamp out of existence or
to help her.
How the sketch ends, you will have
to read the book to discover. If this

drive underground, that which would
most humanize it.

of this writiag is that it is pervaded of screaming racism.
with the warrr toncs of a gende, perThe book is a gentle one. Middlesuasive, speaking voice. What he has to class and upper<lass people have a
say is addresscd of coursc not to the constant nightmare that thosc whom

say makes bctter people

make sensc to the workers, had to carry
a ring of truttr--anything sham, any-

thing pretentious, anything projecting
the hypocritical voice of their exploiters

would have inccnscd thcm-so it is
with Colon's sketches and essays. They
have the riog of truth and humanity,
of addressing thcmselves to actual lifc,
of affection for the people both of
whom and to whom he is talking.
Never is there a hint of attempted
cleverness for its own sake.

It is a book crammed with people,
which is another of its beauties. Even

when Colon writes of himself, whether
in Puerto Rico or New York, it is in
tcrms of the people hc has known, met
and worked with. And what gives the
book special impotance is that they are
mostly Puerto Rican peoplc. They are
the people who in their homeland are
i,mpoverished through the grip of
American capital, which destroyed the

have a far higher morality and humanity than the exploiters. They want to

live in

peace and friendliness

with all

others. They do not want to stop working and live on someone else's back. A
pervading theme of these sketches is

that of the struggle of the working

people, oftea against terrible conditions,

to find ways to express thc humanity
within them. There

even is concern for

the exploiters of others, or for those
who share the racist preiudices that
defile our country, in the sense that
they are thus preventing themselves
from living as truly human beings.
There are outbursts of anger in this
book, like that against the Dominican
dictator, Trujillo, and the hypocritical
financial forces that installed him in
power. But more typical is the sketch
called Little Things and Big. It tells of
one night, very late, when Colon gets
off the train at a desolate subway itation in Brooklyn and sees, also getting

Coming
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CASH AND VIOLENCE IN LAOS
By Anna Louise Strong
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an independent Laos. You will meet Captain Kong Le, who grew sick
of killing his fellow Laotians on W'ashington's orders and chose to seize the nation's capital instead with his band of 600 men. You will read the amazing tale
of the escape of the Second Pathet Lao Battalion from encirclemgll-and slaughter
of the legendary "Jail-Break of the Sixteen" Lao leaders who converted their
-and
guards and walked out of jail with them to the safety of the hills. Exciting as a
novel, the book is nevertheless based on facts.
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